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Abstract

Design of modern embedded systems is becoming increasingly complex because of increasing system requirements. Design tools help designers to cope with the increasing complexity. One of these design tools is the polyhedral process network based Daedalus tool flow, which allows a designer to derive implementations starting from a high level C code representation. So far, the tool flow did not provide means to automatically control the degree of exploited parallelism. We have extended the Daedalus tool flow to allow the designer to transform the application on a high level. Our method enables the designer to increase the performance of a system without the need to change the application specification itself. We also propose a method to analyze the high level structure of the application to automatically determine transformation parameters. The designer can then either use this solution or use it as guide to determine a satisfactory system configuration.
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Introduction

1.1 Embedded Systems And Design Tools

Embedded systems [1] are systems designed for a specific purpose. They have close interaction with the environment they are in. Embedded systems have sensors to detect changes in the environment. This information is processed by the embedded system and can be followed by a response from the embedded system to the environment. It is important that the response of the embedded system is in time, as the environmental conditions are constantly changing.

A lot of electronic devices are embedded systems. A few examples of embedded systems are those in video recorders, radar systems, washing machines and televisions. All of these objects contain processors which have a certain goal to achieve. Since these systems should perform a specific task, they do not need to execute this as fast as possible, just fast enough. The processors in a television must convert the signal it receives by cable to images on its screen. Processing the incoming data should not necessarily be processed as fast as possible, but fast enough to keep up with the incoming data. Processing the data too slow might result in a unsatisfying user experience, as the animations on the tv screen are not presented in the intended speed. Processing the data in time will also prevent the data to heap up. Since the tv has finite buffers, data heaped up should at some point result in lost of data, giving an unsatisfying user experience as the observed animations of the screen skip some frames.

Designing the processors of an embedded system is a complex process. Since the implementation is dependent on specialized hardware, it is not possible to test them in practice early in the
design phase. FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) are used for testing and development of these systems. The logical gates from these chips can be configured to implement different designs.

Technology increases quickly and embedded Systems are used for more complex tasks which require more processing power. The current trend is to improve the processing power by putting multiple processors on one chip. These processors can execute in parallel, which increases the performance. The processors can not execute in parallel if they are dependent on each other by data. When a processor requires data which is a result from another processor, it needs to wait until this data is processed by the other processor. The increasing number of processors make it more complex to keep track of these dependencies and thus designing and testing embedded systems.

With the assistance of design automation tools designing embedded systems can be done on higher levels. The designer no longer needs to take care of the exact implementation, but rather what the embedded system should accomplish. Instead of specifying the functionality of an embedded system by defining the exact hardware configuration, designers can write the functionality in a higher language, for example in C. To translate the higher level definition of the embedded system into its exact lower level implementation, tools are required. These tools use the input of the designer and automatically translate it in the actual hardware configuration.

Implementing systems on a low level means that it can not be reused in other projects later. With the rising costs of development of these complicated systems it would be very beneficial to reuse parts. That is why platform based tools are an outcome [2].

Using different tools developers can design systems for MP-SoCs (MultiProcessor System on Chips). Bridging the gap between designed models to actual prototypes and simulation another set of tools is required. One such tool is Daedalus.

Daedalus[3] is an open-source design flow for MP-SoCs. It can be used for Design Space Exploration (DSE). The flow of Daedalus starts from C code and generates hardware specifications of simulation of the C program or mapping on FPGAs. The tool flow is highly automatic.

1.2 Problem Statement

The Daedalus tool flow is capable of translating an embedded system design of higher level specification to implementation, either for simulation or implementation on hardware.

The designer might want to specify how much hardware resources the designed system could use, and explore the impact on performance when the amount of hardware resources changes.
The current Daedalus tool set already support this. However, increasing the number of hardware resources often does not yield performance increase, unless the amount of tasks that can execute in parallel in the application matches the amount of processing resources. The designer could try to influence the number of tasks in the application by applying tricks on the C code defining the system’s functionality, but this is tedious and potentially change the programs functionality when done incorrectly. It is also not very transparent how changing the C code affects the final hardware implementation. Because the tools of Daedalus do not support the manipulation of explicit parallelism in an application, it is also not possible for the design flow to automatically determine the most satisfying hardware configuration for the designer. The tool flow makes sure sufficient hardware is allocated to perform the required task, but does not take into account that the application might need to be optimized to perform the task faster. To improve the design process and allowing the designer the change the amount of hardware resources, the tools should support a way to manipulate the amount of hardware resources used and the ability to determine hardware configurations for given performance criteria.

In this thesis we attempt to tackle the current limitations of the Daedalus tool flow by developing a number of methods to manipulate and optimize the amount of tasks allocated by the design flow. The problem is split in two subproblems;

1. How to manipulate the application specification such that the amount of explicit parallelism will be increased as desired while preserving functional behavior.

2. Which manipulations of the application specification lead to the desired system performance without wasting unnecessary hardware resources.

The first part of the problem is to find a method to modify the hardware resources configuration of the implementation. With this method the designer could experiment with different implementations of the same system by allocating different amounts of hardware resources. The designer can use the findings to adjust its final system to allocate sufficient hardware to do an intended task.

The second part of the problem is to automate the process of finding a satisfying hardware configuration for a given system specification and performance criteria. If this can be done automatically this will save the designer a lot of time. It is also possible that the automatic analysis method will find a better solution the designer could find on its own. The designer could also use the solution of the analysis method as a guide to find an optimal solution for the designer’s needs.
1.3 Related Work

Different solutions exist for handling the growing complexity of embedded systems. We discuss a number of existing platforms for designing embedded systems, and how they allow the designer to influence the hardware implementation.

The System-on-Chip Environment is a design environment for designing embedded systems on heterogeneous target platforms [4]. The environment requires a specification of the design functionality from the designer. With this specification the environment can explore the design space. Based on the outcome of the design space the designer can specify design decisions for the environment to use. The exploration and refinement of design decisions can be repeated until the designer is satisfied, and continues with the rest of the tool flow of the environment.

The feedback the designer gets during the exploration of the design decisions is based on analysis. These analysis are created by simulating the given design specifications. The designer does not change directly how the hardware changes during the space exploration, but specify certain decisions which are used to automatically change the hardware specifications.

SystemCoDesigner[5][6] is a tool flow using a SystemC model to specify the application behavior. Modules are represented as final state machines. The design space exploration phase of SystemCoDesigner requires the SystemC model as well as an architecture template and user requirements. This template contains all hardware components and accelerators that can be used in the exploration phase. A multi-objective optimization algorithm[7] in combination with symbolic optimization techniques are used to search the design space for the best solutions. The designer can then select between the found results the solution it suits best.

MAPS[8] is a framework for MPSoC specialized in parallelizing C code. The framework requires C code and a description of the target implementation. The MAPS framework will analyze this input to make the C code parallel with threads. The analyze process of MAPS consists of a static part, performing compiler like optimizations using intermediate representation. The analyze process also consists of a dynamic part, which tracks all the memory accesses performed to create a view of all data dependencies. The back end of the MAPS framework is the TCT compiler. Which maps the code on processing elements.

Transformations to achieve better performance has been done in [10]. A number of transformations are supported, including unfolding, skewing, plane splitting, and loop transformations. The transformations can be applied on the program code to achieve different hardware configurations. This allows for quick exploration of different configurations. In our approach we differ
from this one in that we do not apply any transformations on the code. Instead we will apply our transformations one level lower, namely on the Polyhedral Dependence Graphs, which are derived from the source code. One of the advantages of our approach is that the source code stays intact. Another advantage is that transformations can be applied independently of the programming language used in the source code. Furthermore, transformations can be applied without knowledge of the used compiler optimization techniques. This makes our solution robust, and not more complicated than necessary. Transforming on this level also allows us to examine possible effects of the transformations with models. This allows us to explore multiple transformation possibilities without actually simulating the application, which can take more time.

1.4 Solution Approach and Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we define a number of terms and definitions used throughout the rest of this thesis.

The first subproblem, manipulating the application specifications such that the amount of explicit parallelism can be increased, is solved in Chapter 3. The Daedalus tool flow transforms C code to PDGs, which are transformed to PPNs. These are used for the eventual implementation. By creating a method which changes the PDG configuration, the resulting PPN changes. This will result in a change of hardware configuration at implementation. The way we transform the PPNs allows for hardware configuration changes without disturbing the functionality.

The second subproblem, how automatically can be determined which manipulations reach to a desired hardware configuration, will be discussed in Chapter 4. Using throughput calculations we determine what parts of the system can be changed for better performance. Using an iterative flow between manipulation and analysis of the system, it is possible to improve the solution for better performance. The analysis method can be guided by adjusting the properties of the parts of the system that represent the communication with outside the system.

In Chapter 5 we demonstrate the designed methods of Chapters 3 and 4 by a number of examples. We discuss the effects of different ways to transform the PPN and how well the automatic performance improvement method performs. We end the chapter with a number of limitations to the presented methods.

Chapter 6 discusses the work that is done in the previous chapters, and reflects how the problem stated in Chapter 1 is dealt with. Chapter 7 suggest what work should be done in the future to improve the current state of the methods to deal with the problem of designing embedded systems.
An added Appendix shows in detail how the implemented tools designed with the methods of Chapters 3 and 4 can be used. This chapter mainly includes commands that the implemented tools can receive as input.
Chapter 2

Preliminaries

Figure 2.1: Tool flow, showing how C code is converted to PDGs, dependencies are added, and eventually used for implementation purposes.
2.1 Tool Flow

The Daedalus tool flow requires a static affine nested loop program and a number of implementation properties of this program. With this information the Daedalus tool flow can compute a simulation of the program on hardware resources or specifications for actual hardware implementation. The Daedalus tool flow is depicted in Figure 2.1. The C code the designer specifies is translated in a number of representations before it results in a simulation, hardware implementation, or implementation instructions for an FPGA. The C code is first converted with the \texttt{c2pdg} tool in a Polyhedral Dependence Graph (PDG). The \texttt{pn} tool adds dependencies to the PDG. Note that the PDG already had the information about the dependencies in the previous step of the tool flow, but the \texttt{pn} tool makes these explicit. In the implementation step of the Daedalus tool flow, the PDG with dependencies is converted into a Polyhedral Process Network (PPN). With specified function latency info and the PPN, the Daedalus tool flow can create a hardware simulation of the program or actually implement the program on hardware.

In the remainder of this chapter we will explain a number of definitions, specifying the details of PPNs, PDGs, their correlation and, the correlation between them and the C code specified by a designer.

2.2 Sets and Domains

A set is a collection of elements. Each element is unique in the set. An element in a set can be a vector. A vector consists of an ordered list of values. A set has a lexicographical ordering. This means that for each element of the set it can be determined if this element comes before or after another element of that set. Comparing two vector elements of a set, the vector whose first value is the lowest is before the other vector in the lexicographical ordering. If the first value of both vectors is equal, the next value of the vectors is compared to determine which vector is before the other. If this also is the same value, the next value after that is compared, etcetera. For example, vector $a = (1, 2, 5)$ and vector $b = (1, 4, 2)$ are both in the same set. Since the first value of both vectors is 1, the next value should be taken into evaluation. The second value of $a$ is smaller than the second value of vector $b$. Therefore, $a$ comes before $b$ in the lexicographical ordering of the set. There are no elements before the element that is first in a set. Likewise, there are no elements after the last element of a set. In this thesis we use the terms before, after, first and last to indicate the lexicographical ordering of elements in a set. An integer set is a set containing vectors, where
the values of the vectors are integers.

Figure 2.2: An integer set described with inequalities and equalities

Integer sets can be described by equalities and inequalities. For instance a set containing the vectors \((1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4)\), can be described as \(\{[i, j] : i \geq 1 \text{ and } i \leq 2 \text{ and } j \geq 2 \text{ and } j \leq 4\}\). This set is a polyhedron as it is described by inequalities and equalities, and is visualized in Figure 2.2.

A set \(a\) is a convex set if all integral vectors in the convex hull of \(a\) are also in \(a\).

In this thesis we will often use integer sets. Where no confusion can be arise, we will simply use set when we mean integer set. We will use integer sets to describe domains. A domain is a space consisting of multiple dimensions. A domain contains points. A point has a value for each of the dimensions of the domain space. A domain can be expressed as an integer set. In this case each vector of the integer set represents a point of the domain.

2.3 Polyhedral Process Networks

A Polyhedral Process Network (PPN) [11] is a representation of a program. But rather than statements and function calls, a PPN consists of processes and channels between processes as depicted in Figure 2.3. The ellipses represent processes, the arrows in between represent channels.

2.3.1 Process

A PPN contains a number of processes. Each process contains a function that it can execute. A process is in the implementation phase of the Daedalus tool flow mapped on a processor. By
default, each process is mapped on a different processor. Processes can thus run concurrently if they are not dependent on each other. Each process has an iteration domain, a set of input arguments and a set of output arguments as explained in the next sub sections.

2.3.2 Iteration Domain

The function of a process executes multiple times. A process representing this function has an iteration domain specifying how often the function must be executed. The iteration domain contains iteration points. Such iteration point or iteration for short is a vector. The values of the vector specify the iteration values of the loops enclosing the original statement.

2.3.3 Arguments

A process has one or more arguments. There are input and output arguments. A process receives data from input arguments, and sends data to output arguments. A process only fires if all input arguments are available. When a process performs a read on an input argument, but there is no input data, the process is blocked, and waits until it receives the required data. If a process tries to write data to an argument, but the FIFO connected to this argument is full, the process is blocked and waits until it can write data. In Figure 2.3, the dots on the inner ellipse of each process represents its arguments. Arguments are connected to channels via ports, and an argument can be connected to multiple channels. In case of an output argument, the data written to the argument is
2.3.4 Channels

Arguments of processes are connected to each other by channels. A channel is connected to one input argument which reads data from the channel and one output argument which writes data to the channel. The arguments can belong to the same process, or can be from different processes. A channel can be of different types. The most common type for streaming applications is the First-In First-Out (FIFO) channel. This channel has a limited capacity, and thus can get full. A process can not write to an output argument that is connected to a FIFO channel that is full. Data sent through a channel can be represent as data tokens. Each time a process writes to one of its output arguments, a data token will be transported over one of the channels connected to this output argument, and will be received by the input argument from the process connected to the other end of the channel. Data tokens stay in the same order when travelling through a FIFO channel. The token that goes as first into a channel will also be the one that first comes out at the other end.

2.3.5 Static Affine Nested Loop Program

In a Polyhedral Process Network (PPN), [11] statements from the original program are expressed by individual processes. The program needs to be a Static Affine Nested-Loop Program (SANLP) [12] if it is to be converted into a PPN, and thus a program needs to be a SANLP to be converted into a PDG. SANLP are programs with syntax restrictions. The restrictions allow analysis algorithms to determine which statements change the values of arrays, and in what order. These programs do not have while loops and goto statements. A typical SANLP consists of for loops containing statements of variable or array assignments. The bounds of a for loop and array access indices and if conditions are either fixed, determined by an outer loop or dependent on symbolic parameters of the program. Daedalus has been developed as a tool for streaming applications. These applications can often easily being converted into SANLP. The SANLP limitation is therefore mostly not a problem.

2.3.6 Correlation between Polyhedral Process Network and Program Code

Figure 2.4 shows a SANLP. The program consists of functions that are called a fixed number of times by loop constructions. The actual implementation of the functions is omitted, as it is not
int main() {
  int a[50];
  int i;

  for (i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
    Producer(&a[i]);
  }
  for (i = 0; i < 25; i++) {
    Transformer1(a[i], &a[i]);
  }
  for (i = 25; i < 50; i++) {
    Transformer2(a[i], &a[i]);
  }
  for (i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
    Consumer(a[i]);
  }
  return 0;
}

Figure 2.4: a static affine nested loop program

relevant for the example. In Figure 2.5, the associated PPN is visualized as a graph. Each node of the graph represents a process. Each arrow between two nodes represents a channel between the associated processes. The PPN has four processes: Producer, Transformer1, Transformer2 and Consumer, and four channels F1, F2, F3 and F4. The statements of the SANLP are converted in these processes. The data dependencies between the processes are channels in the PPN. The characters \texttt{R}, \texttt{E}, \texttt{W} indicate the behavior of a process. \texttt{R} indicates a statement which reads data from input channels. \texttt{E} indicates a statement of a process which computes data. \texttt{W} indicates a statement of a process which writes data to output channels.

Transformer1 and Transformer2 both require input from Producer, and Consumer requires input from Transformer1 and Transformer2. A process runs an equal amount of iterations as the associated function executes in the SANLP. Each iteration, the process reads data from incoming channels, executes the function and then writes to its output channels. The producer in Figure 2.5 has only output channels. It starts each iteration with executing the Producer function, followed by writing to one of its two output channels. Transformer1 reads each iteration from channel F1, processes this data, and outputs its result to F3.

In Figure 2.3, the channels between the processes are visualized. The gray ellipses within the nodes indicate the execution functions that are called. The black dots represent input and output arguments. They are the argument values used by the functions of the processes. F3 and F4
Figure 2.5: The SANLP from Figure 2.4 represented as a PPN.

are both input channels of the Consumer process. They are used in a mutual exclusive way for the same argument for the function of Consumer. The output argument of the Producer process is connected to both F1 and F2. Both channels use the same output argument of the Producer process. The producer process in Figure 2.6(a) has two different output arguments, and so two output arguments. One for each output channel, as visible in Figure 2.6(b).

2.4 Polyhedral Dependence Graphs

In the previous section, we have described the specifications of a PPN. A Polyhedral Dependence Graph is the intermediate representation in the derivation of a PPN. In Table 2.1, the different components of both representations are correlated. Where a PPN consists of processes connected by channels, a PDG consists of nodes dependent on each other through dependencies. PDGs are converted to PPNs for use in the implementation layers of the tool flow.
In Figure 2.7, the associated PDG of the SANLP of Figure 2.4 is visualized. The processes of the PPN are nodes in the PDG. Channels between processes in the PPN are dependencies between nodes in the PDG.

The PDG contains the relations between the nodes in the form of polyhedral dependencies. In Figure 2.8, we show this in more detail. Nodes are connected to each other by relations. A node has a set of elements called the source set. The source set contains all iteration points which are the iteration values its function should execute. Iteration points describe the loops that are around the program statement. The iteration points will eventually be simulated in lexicographical order by a scheduler that is part of the Daedalus tool flow, corresponding with the original loops which
CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 2.4. POLYHEDRAL DEPENDENCE GRAPHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDG</th>
<th>PPN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>node</td>
<td>process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dependency</td>
<td>channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domain of node</td>
<td>domain of node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set element</td>
<td>iteration (point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statement</td>
<td>function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>access field</td>
<td>argument</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Comparison between PPN and PDG terminology.

Figure 2.7: Representation as a PDG of the program of Figure 2.4.

are also executed in order. A statement in multiple loops results in a process with a source set containing multi-dimensional vectors.

In Figure 2.8, the detailed information of two of the processes from Figure 2.5 is visualized. The source set of the Transformer2 node is \( \{ S_2[i] : i \geq 25 \text{ and } i \leq 49 \} \), consisting of source elements 25 up to and including 49. Note that \( S_2 \) is a name space notation, and can be ignored in this thesis. The loop in the original statement Transformer2 came from iterate from 25 up to and with 49. The source set represents this for loop.

A node has a name and a number. The number is used internally for reference purposes. A node has access fields. These describe which elements of what array are used to store or read data from. This array is the array of the source program, and is used to construct data dependencies between nodes. These access fields in combination with the relations between nodes result in channels between the processes when converting the PDG to a PPN.

Each access field has a map property. For each element of the source set, the map specifies on what location of the array it must apply. The type property of an access field indicates if the
### 2.5 Derivation of PDGs

A Polyhedral Dependence Graph (PDG) consists of a number of nodes connected by dependence relations.

The derivation of a PDG from C code (SANLP) goes in two steps. First, the program statements are translated into PDG processes (by the program `c2pdg`). The resulting PDG contains all nodes with their specifications but not yet the relations between the nodes. Note that the data access field is used for input or output. Some nodes only have input access, such as the Consumer node. If a node only has input access, it is a sink (the PPN equivalent is a process with only input arguments). A source is a node with only output access fields (or process with only output channels in a PPN).

#### 2.5.1 Example of Deriving a PDG

Figure 2.8: Detailed information available in a PDG.

access field is used for input or output. Some nodes only have input access, such as the Consumer node. If a node only has input access, it is a sink (the PPN equivalent is a process with only input arguments). A source is a node with only output access fields (or process with only output channels in a PPN).

#### 2.5 Derivation of PDGs

A Polyhedral Dependence Graph (PDG) consists of a number of nodes connected by dependence relations.

The derivation of a PDG from C code (SANLP) goes in two steps. First, the program statements are translated into PDG processes (by the program `c2pdg`). The resulting PDG contains all nodes with their specifications but not yet the relations between the nodes. Note that the data access field is used for input or output. Some nodes only have input access, such as the Consumer node. If a node only has input access, it is a sink (the PPN equivalent is a process with only input arguments). A source is a node with only output access fields (or process with only output channels in a PPN).
dependencies can be implied from the nodes access fields. The PDG on this point however does not explicit contain dependency information. Despite this, they still are called polyhedral dependence graphs.

Second, the tool \texttt{pn} adds the dependency relations between the nodes (see Figure 2.1 for the tool flow). The resulting PDG is ready for the implementation phase. To implement a design in hardware, a designer can generate an FPGA project from the PDG. Alternatively, the designer can generate a simulation framework from the PDG, or a software project to run it on different types of processors. The implementation layer requires function latency information about the functions of the PDG. Some functions execute faster than others, and the difference impacts how fast a program can be executed. The function latency info indicates how much clock cycles each process requires to execute one iteration.

We demonstrate how the PDG is created during the tool flow with the C code of Figure 2.9 as an example.

```c
int main() {
    int a[50];
    int i;

    for (i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
        Producer(&a[i]);
    }
    for (i = 0; i < 25; i++) {
        Transformer1(a[i], &a[i]);
    }
    for (i = 25; i < 50; i++) {
        Transformer2(a[i], &a[i]);
    }
    for (i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
        Consumer(a[i]);
    }
    return 0;
}
```

Figure 2.9: C code of a static affine loop program.

This program is a producer, transformer, consumer example with two transformers. The producer (Producer) creates data, the transformers (Transformer1, Transformer2) modify data and the consumer (Consumer) consumes the data. There is one one-dimensional array \(a\) declared that is used to transfer the data. In the function main the producer is called 50 times in the first for loop. The iterator of the for loop determines at which location of the array the data produced by the
Producer function is stored.

When these statements are converted into a PDG, the Producer function will become a node. This node will have one access field, namely a write access to array \( a \). It will have a source set describing the number of times this specific node will be executed. This is a translation from all for loops and if statements wrapped around the Producer function. In this case this is only one for loop. The resulting set here contains 50 one dimensional vectors, namely elements 0, \ldots, 49. As discussed earlier, the Daedalus scheduler will make sure the set will be visited in lexicographical order, which is the order of executing the functions of the node. See also Figure 2.10.

When dependencies for a PDG are calculated using the \texttt{pn} tool, these are also available in the PDG. See the relation fields in Figure 2.11. Dependencies in the PDG describe how two nodes are connected. These dependencies contain a \texttt{from} and \texttt{to} field, referring to the input and output of the dependence. Dependencies also indicate at what access point of the input and output node they
2.6 Data Dependencies

A process contains a set of elements representing its iteration points. Each iteration the process can use data from previous iterations and even from iterations of other processes. When an iteration uses data from a previous iteration, a dependency between them exists.
For $i = 0; i < 4; i++$
For $j = 0; j < 4; j++$
    \[ A[i, j] = F(A[i, j-1], A[i-1, j]) \]
End For
End For

Figure 2.12: Example of a SANLP with a two dimensional array.

In Figure 2.12 a two dimensional array $A$ is used. For each iteration of the inner loop, a data location is assigned a new value. This value is determined by calling a function that uses two values of $A$. One of these values is assigned to $A$ by the previous iteration of the inner loop. The other by the previous outer loop iteration. The assignment of $A[i, j]$ is dependent on the values of $A[i, j-1]$ and $A[i-1, j]$.

![Iteration domains with their dependencies](image)

Figure 2.13: Iteration domains with their dependencies

Visualizing these dependencies we get Figure 2.13(a), the iteration domain of the process representing the code of Figure 2.12. Each iteration is indicated as a point. Arrows between the points indicate a data dependence between the two. The iterations that would require data from indexes out of bound, do not use this data. Every iteration point is a call to the statement \[ A[i, j] = F(A[i, j-1], A[i-1, j]) \] and the arrows show on which other statements it is dependent.

Dependencies can be between any two iteration points of a process, as demonstrated in Figure 2.13(b). Some of these iterations do not have any dependencies between each other. Then it is possible to execute both iterations in parallel.
2.7 Transformations and Partitions

A process executes its function a number of times. The executions and the exact data used for these executions are determined by the iteration points of the iteration domain of the process. The iteration domain can be transformed to achieve different behavior. For instance, using a skewing transformation on the iteration domain of a process, the iteration points values are changed, such that iterations that could execute in parallel are easier to detect. See Figure 2.15 for the visualization of a skewing transformation on an arbitrary iteration domain.

In this thesis we will use transformations to split a process in multiple partitions. We will refer to the original process as the parent process of its partitions. A partition, which is a process, has the same properties of its parent process except that the partition’s iteration domain is different. The iteration domain of a partition contains a number of iteration points that are also in the parent process. All the partitions of the same parent process combined contain exactly all iteration points of the parent process. Thus all function calls of the parent process are done by all partitions together.

Applying transformations on the iteration domain of a process, its iteration points can be
distributed between its partitions. In the next chapter, we will describe in detail how these transformations achieve this. In Figure 2.14, an iteration domain of a process is split by various transformations. The dots are iteration points and the arrows are the data dependencies between the iteration points. The dotted lines group the iterations points that are part of the same partition. The way the partition points are grouped influence the dependencies between the partitions. It is therefore important to note that different groupings of partition iteration points, i.e. different transformations on the parent process, are important for the data dependencies in the PPN.
Transformations On PPNs

3.1 Tool Flow

A Polyhedral Process Network (PPN) consists of a number of processes, connected by channels. Implementing the PPN on hardware requires to map each process on a processor. Processes which are mapped on different processors can be executed in parallel. A process that takes a long time to execute may be split into smaller partitions. Splitting a process in different partitions makes the parallelism of the process explicit. Each of the partitions executes a subset of the function calls of the parent process, and only data dependencies between the partitions and other processes limit the execution. Each partition can be placed on a different processor, such that the partitions can execute in parallel resulting in a faster execution time of the program.

To split a process we split the corresponding node of the PDG in the tool flow. The illustration in Figure 3.1 shows where the Transform tool is present in the tool flow. First, C code is converted into a PDG. This PDG does not contain explicit dependencies between its nodes. While the dependencies could be implied from the access fields of the nodes, the dependencies are explicitly defined when the PDG is processed by the pn application.

The PDG without explicit dependencies can be transformed by the Transform tool. The new PDG changed by the Transform tool can continue the normal tool flow. The place of the Transform tool in the tool flow allows it to split nodes without taking care of its dependencies, which simplifies the implementation. These dependencies are not explicitly declared in the PDG on this point in the tool flow.
Nodes are converted into processes when a PDG is converted into a PPN. Splitting a node in the PDG results in a split of a process in the PPN. Splitting nodes in a PDG is relatively easy as almost all data fields can be copied to the splitted nodes. There are two differences. First, each new node needs a unique number. This can be arranged by taking the highest number used by all nodes in the PDG and increment it by one. Second, each node needs a new source set such that the combined source sets of the new nodes cover the whole source set of the original node without overlap. If there would be overlap, the new situation would run an original process iteration on different splitted processes (and thereby these processes would not be valid partitions of the original process). If not the whole source set of the node would be covered, some original process iterations would not be executed, since none of the new processes would execute this iteration.

Splitting a process into partitions is accomplished by splitting the source set of its representing PDG node in a number of fully covered but not overlapping source sets. To create a partition, the parent process representing PDG node is copied, and its source set is replaced by one of the splitted source sets.

In this Chapter we will describe a number of methods to split a process. While the program applies the actual split on a PDG, the view of this chapter will be mainly on PPNs.

### 3.2 Methods

A process’s iteration domain, consisting of iteration points, can be split into a number of subdomains. This can be done using different methods. First, one could say for each iteration point in which subdomain it should be placed. Second, an iteration domain can be split into two subdomains by a hyperplane. Every iteration point with a value below a given hyperplane goes in one subdomain, and every iteration point equal or above the hyperplane can be put in the other subdomain. This method can be extended to a list of hyperplanes. However, these hyperplanes should not intersect with each other, to prevent iteration points from occurring in multiple subdomains or not at all.

With non-intersecting hyperplanes and given a particular order of these hyperplanes, one can decide in what subdomain a specific iteration point must be placed. If the iteration point is smaller than the smallest hyperplane, it is placed in subdomain 1, if it is equal or bigger than the smallest hyperplane but smaller than the second smallest hyperplane, it is placed in subdomain 2. See Figure 3.2 for an example of a splitted iteration domain by three hyperplanes.

Figure 3.3 shows what can happen when planes intersect. Plane 1 intersects with plane 2. P1
contains all iteration points smaller than plane 1. P2 contains all iteration points in between plane 1 and plane 2. P3 consists of all iteration points in between plane 2 and plane 3. Note that four elements are in P1 and P3. This is undesired, as splitting will be used to create partitions in a PPN, and partitions are not allowed to have overlap.

An iteration domain can also be divided by applying modulo equalities. In this case a modulo condition is applied on one dimension of the domain. All iteration points in the iteration domain which are a modulo on that dimension will be in one subdomain. Iteration points that have a remainder value of one for the same modulo expression go in the next subdomain. Figure 3.4 shows a domain which is split in two by modulo two on dimension \( j \). All elements of the domain with
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![Diagram of an iteration domain divided by hyperplanes.](image)

**Figure 3.2:** An iteration domain divided by hyperplanes

![Diagram showing splitting of an iteration domain by visualized planes.](image)

**Figure 3.3:** Splitting an iteration domain by the visualized planes, will result in a number of iteration points appearing in both P1 and P3

$j \mod 2 = 0$ are in subdomain P1, those with $j \mod 2 = 1$ are in subdomain P2. The definition for modulo splitting is as follows:

For an N-dimensional iteration domain $a$, the domain can be split based on a modulo $x$ on dimension $i$

then \{ 

$x$ new domains will be created, 

Where elements in the new domains will contain all iteration points $e$ of $a$ where $e[i] \mod x = y 

$y$ is a different value $0, \ldots, x - 1$ for all new domains.

\}
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Figure 3.4: An two dimensional iteration domain split by the equality modulo 2 on $j$

Figure 3.5: The two remaining iteration domains from Figure 3.4, with the modulo split applied on dimension $i$, splitting both iteration domains in two parts.

The modulo splitting method can be applied multiple times on different dimensions of an iteration domain. Note that after the first modulo is applied, $x$ new domains are created. To apply modulo again on a different dimension, the new modulo split should be applied on all $x$ domains. If the new modulo value is $z$, there will be $x \cdot z$ new domains after the second modulo is applied. In Figure 3.5, the splitted iteration domain of 3.4 is splitted a second time over $i$ modulo 2.

Figure 3.6: An iteration domain that is not a convex set, with the resulting domains if split by modulo split on dimension $j$ in four parts.

If an iteration domain is a convex set, splitting it by a certain modulo $x$ will create $x$ domains. If an iteration domain is not convex, some of the created domains might contain more elements than others. Some domains might even end up completely empty. Consider the iteration domain from Figure 3.6. This iteration domain is split by $j$ modulo 4, and the number of elements in each domain is distributed unevenly. Domain P1 has eight elements, while Domain P2 has no elements.
Process splitting has as goal to speed up the whole program. This can be done by giving every new partition its own processor to run on. If the source sets of the nodes representing partitions have an unequal distribution of elements, the computational load is not well distributed. Then, some processors may been terminated, while others have still a lot of work to do. It is therefore desired in most cases to split an iteration domain in partitions where the distribution of elements of their corresponding source sets is as equal as possible. As said before, this can be done by modulo splitting if the iteration domain is a convex set. In the case an iteration domain is not convex, or when one want to split an iteration domain differently, we can use plane splitting.

As already described at splitting based on hyperplanes, an iteration domain can be split by an ordered lists of hyperplanes. In which case the hyperplanes are given. For one dimension of an iteration domain, we can automatically generate this list. First, the iteration points in the iteration domain are counted. Knowing in how many pieces the iteration domain will be split in this dimension, an estimation of the number of elements that should be in the first new set can be calculated. Assuming the domain is evenly distributed, an approximation can be made were the split points should be. We have developed Algorithm 1 to search for the first desired split point. If the approximated split point creates a domain that contains to many elements, the split point value will be decreased. Alternatively, if it is too small it will increase the split point value. When an appropriate point is found, the new domain will be created. The algorithm continues with the second point, searching between the first split point and the end of the iteration domain.

Algorithm 1 describes how a domain is split based on split points of a single dimension. For a domain $O$ that must be split in $N$ parts, the algorithm searches $N - 1$ iterations for split points. The number of elements the next splitted domain should hold is calculated as described earlier and stored in $te$. Note that each iteration, the original domain is decreased by a newly found splitted domain. Thus the number of elements that the next new domain should hold is all elements from the decreased original domain divided by the number of parts left to split the domain in. A split point is found by a find function based on this adapted original domain. Using this split point we remove from the original domain the new domain just found.

The $\text{FIND}$ function searches for an optimal split point $tsp$ which splits the given domain $O$ in two parts. One domain consisting of all elements with index $\leq tsp$ (the left domain), the other with all elements of index $> tsp$ (the right domain). The left domain should contain $te$ elements. This is achieved by first calculating a guess where the split point potentially can be. In earlier versions of the algorithm the split point was guessed by taking the average of the lexicographical minimal and maximal point of the domain. Effectively, an evenly distributed domain would be
Algorithm 1 Split plane algorithm

Input: Domain $O$ to be split in $N$ parts
Output: An array with split points

1: for all $1 \leq x < N$ do
2: \hspace{1em} $te = \left\lceil \frac{|O|}{N-x+1} \right\rceil$
3: \hspace{1em} $Sp[x] = \text{FIND}(te,O)$
4: \hspace{1em} $O = \text{SPLIT}(O,Sp[x])$
5: end for

6: function $\text{FIND}(te,O)$
7: \hspace{1em} $tsp = te \cdot \max(O) + (|O| - te) \cdot \min(O)$
8: \hspace{1em} $L, R = \text{SPLIT}(O,tsp)$
9: \hspace{1em} if $L == empty$ || $R == empty$ then
10: \hspace{2em} return $tsp$
11: \hspace{1em} end if
12: \hspace{1em} if $|L| < te$ then
13: \hspace{2em} return $\text{FIND}(te-|L|, R)$
14: \hspace{1em} end if
15: \hspace{1em} if $|L| > te$ then
16: \hspace{2em} return $\text{FIND}(te, L)$
17: \hspace{1em} end if
18: \hspace{1em} return $tsp$
19: end function

split in half by this guess split point. The current version of the algorithm calculates the split point based on where the split point should be if the domain was evenly distributed, i.e., if a domain should be split in three parts, the first attempt for finding the correct split point would be the value a third between the lowest and highest point values. When the possible location of $tsp$ is calculated, $O$ is split in a left ($L$) and right ($R$) domain as explained above. If either domain is empty, the split point is returned, since searching for a different split point is futile, this is the best split point. In case $L$ contains an insufficient number of elements, the find algorithm is executed again, this time on the right domain, with as target elements $te$ minus the already found elements in the left domain. These elements do no longer need to be taken into account because they already are included in the splitted domain, since they are located in the left domain. If the left domain is too big however, the find function is executed again with the same value as $te$ on the left domain.
If \( L \) contains exactly \( te \) elements, the find function is done and returns \( tsp \).

The algorithm can be applied on more than one dimension in the same way as the modulo algorithm can be applied multiple times. For a domain that should be split in \( x \) parts on dimension \( i \) and in \( y \) parts on dimension \( j \) we first split on dimension \( i \) the domain in \( x \) parts. We split each new domain on the \( j \)th dimension in \( y \) parts. Resulting in \( x \cdot y \) parts. A disadvantage of splitting over each dimension individually is that it is possible that the final domains can differ in number of elements. Intermediate domains might have an equal number of elements, but getting as result that all created domains have an equal number of elements is not always possible because some elements might only be separated using an other dimension as split criteria.

Except splitting domains, it is also useful to be able to merge domains. For the examination of optimization we are going to do in Chapter 4, merging is not really important, as the focus is to increase performance by creating explicit parallelism. Merging different processes would be useful to save hardware, as it allows to place different processes on the same processor. Merging different processes is not straightforward to apply on the PDG, and therefore we do not implement it in the transformation tool.

We do implement the possibility to merge partitions which have the same parent process. Since all these partitions have the same properties except for their iteration domain, the merging process is simple. To merge partitions of the same process, their iteration domains are merged, the representing source set of this combined iteration domain is assigned to one of the partitions, as a result it becomes the reconstructed parent process. All other partitions are deleted, such that only the reconstructed parent process remains of all the partitions. This effectively undoes a previous transformation which created the partitions.
Analysis Of PPNs

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 General

In Chapter 3 a number of transformation methods have been discussed and implemented. These transformations can be used to increase explicit parallelism in a PDG. These explicit created parallelism can be used by the designer to explore different hardware configurations where processors are running only parts of the original processes, as the modifications on PDGs result in the corresponding transformations on PPNs. A designer can try some transformations, and see what the results are. A designer can also apply a transformation because the designer has some clues that a specific transformation will result in a speedup. Instead of letting a designer to find his own transformations that improve the application, we want to automatically apply efficient transformations. A method should examine the PPN and based on some properties of this PPN suggest a number of transformations that can lead to a better hardware implementation.

A better system is not the same as a faster system. In embedded systems it is not important that a system is as fast as possible, but rather fast enough. Any speed up once a system is fast enough is not necessary and might only be a waste of hardware resources. It is therefore important to be able to specify how much speed-up is desired for a program.

Finding results automatically saves the designer a lot of time. If the automation uses smart heuristics and algorithms, it is possible the automatic tool finds better solutions than the designer himself. Because an automatic process will eventually be faster, a larger part of the design space
can be explored to search for the best solution. After an automatic process has found a good solution candidate, a designer can use his domain knowledge to improve the solution.

We identify a number of problems for automatically detecting transformations that can be applied. Searching for the best solution the obvious question arises; what is the best transformation possible? This depends on the criteria used. For example, the question how much hardware is allowed to be used. Maximal speedup can be reached by giving each iteration point of each process a different processor. This configuration will be very costly, but guarantees the maximal number of iteration points to be executed concurrently. Except that it is hardware resource intensive, a lot of the increased resources are unnecessary as a lot of iteration points for each process can not run in parallel due to dependencies or could be run in sequence without a slower result. Another point of view could be to find a solution that would speed up the application just enough based on a given criteria, any hardware used more than required for the obligated speedup is in this case a waste.

As described in Chapter 3, splitting a process can be done in multiple ways, resulting in different distributed domains. In some cases one specific kind of split results in great improvements, while in another case it barely has effect. It is even possible that by certain splitting operations the solution gets worser. A method for suggesting splitting procedures should take into account the different effects of split methods.

### 4.1.2 Simplifying the Problem

Taking all criteria as described above into account results in a complicated problem. To simplify the problem one could try to find a method that can come up with a useful suggestion to transform a restricted set of PPNs such that the overall speed will be improved.

The simplified criteria are focused on speeding up a given program as fast as possible. Streaming applications often have sources with a fixed production rate, and sinks with a fixed consumption rate. These sources and sinks are in the PPN represented as processes that lack either input or output arguments. Since the rates of these processes depend on conditions outside the system, we do not split these source and sink processes. The purpose of this criterion is that the designer can use the rates of these source and sink processes to limit the maximal speed possible, effectively determining how much a program can be split up in multiple processes until it no longer has effect.

Hardware resources are the number of processors on the hardware implementation of a program. We assume that each process in the PPN will run on its own processor. Splitting a process
in multiple partitions, will increase the number of processors needed to implement the modified PPN, and thus the hardware resources cost. Communication delay between different processors or within the same processor can be different, therefore communication between different processes and within a single process can be different. Taking the different costs of communication into account adds extra complexity. In the simplified problem statement we assume the delays are included in the workload of the processes.

Increasing explicit parallelism could create a slower result in reality if the added communication between the new processors causes more delay than the parallelism improves the processing of data. This depends however strongly on the data communications that we assume are included in the workload for simplification. We therefore assume that increasing the parallelism in a PPN will not have a negative effect on the overall performance of the system.

The transformation methods of the previous chapter apply their transformations on integer sets representing iteration domains that are not parameterized. An integer set that is parameterized is expressed in equalities and inequalities containing parameters. With other words, it is not possible to express the number of elements these sets contain in integers without knowing the parametric values. Since we want to be able to analyze a known PPN configuration to improve by parallelism, as well as our Transform method can not handle parameterized sets, we will assume all sets representing iteration domains in an examined PPN do not contain are not parameterized.

One of the limitations for the criteria we use is to the take the number of processes created by split operations as a secondary objective. As described above, the main focus is to allow a program to execute as fast as possible, given the limitations of the source and sink nodes. If we do not care how many processes can be created, splitting each process for each of its iterations will result in the best solution. To prevent this, the simplified criteria imply that if more hardware resources do not improve the program total execution time, they should not be included. Using this criterion, the best solution is the one where splitting more processes is not improving the speed of the program, merging process partitions is slowing down the program and any other solution where this is the case is overall slower than this solution. Comparing a resulting solution with the maximal splitted up processes version allows evaluation if the maximal speedup is reached by the given solution. If the maximal split up program (excluding source and sink nodes) is faster, there exists a solution which is faster than the current solution.

Determining if processes can be removed is more difficult. A solution can consists of multiple processes split in different ways. Determining if processes can be removed would involve removing one process running a portion of an original process. The process can only be removed if the
iterations of the process are distributed among the other process partitions. In this thesis we focus on speedup by splitting processes and by doing this, distributing the pieces among new processes. To limit the number of processes one could try to merge different processes. However, the current tool flow makes this very hard, as merging occurs in the implementation layer, and not in the PDG. Merging is currently not the focus, but might be useful to consider in the future.

To determine if removing processes will not slow down the program, combining multiple different processes is not done. Only combining processes that originate from the same process are allowed, i.e., merging process partitions. There remains a large amount of possibilities on how a process could be merged to test for equal performance with less processes.

4.1.3 Tool Flow

The Transform tool uses PPNs without dependencies, that is, the associated PDG generated by c2pdg. On the other hand for the Analyze tool to find useful transformations, it is necessary that the dependence information in the PPN is present. Dependencies describe for each iteration of a process on which iterations of other processes (or itself) it is dependent. The Analyze tool
will return as result a number of transformation suggestions. These can then be applied by the Transform tool on the PPN without dependencies. Figure 4.1 represents the tool flow. C code is converted to a PPN file. this file can then optionally be transformed by the Transform tool. The Transform tool can either be use input from the Analyze tool or user input.

The PPN will receive its dependencies by the pn tool. Now the PPN can either continue to be implemented in a simulation, or used by the Analyze tool. In the Analyze tool the PPN with dependencies will be analyzed, returning transformation suggestions which can be used by the Transformation tool. The sequence pn, Analyze, Transform can be repeated multiple times. Each iteration the PPN will be split in more parts, based on the Analyze tool output. The Analyze tool can suggest a transformation, and analyze its effect the next iteration of the tool flow, and using the newly generated ppn with dependencies to come up with a new transformation.

4.1.4 Hardware Specifications

While a PPN gives a clear indication what the different processes in a program are, it lacks some information. Simulating the program requires that it is known how long a certain process takes for one iteration. This is expressed in clock cycles needed on a processor. This information is given by the designer in a different file, and used by the tools that make simulation possible.

4.2 Split Detection Method

The Analyze tool has as input a PPN with dependencies and a workload information file. The tool returns a number of suggested transformations, readable by the Transform tool. As described in the introduction of this Chapter, a transformation is an improvement if the resulting program executes faster. A transformation is unsuccessful if it either slows down the program or has no effect on speedup. If it has no effect, it is a bad transformation since the requirements state that the transformation suggestions should not waste hardware.

![Figure 4.2: Example of dependencies between three processes.](image)
4.2.1 Determine Speed Up

For the Analyze tool it is important to know when transformation results in a speedup of the program. Splitting a process of the PPN will result in a speedup if its process partitions can run in parallel. To determine when partitions can run in parallel, the dependencies must be taken into account. If, for example, a process iteration is dependent on its previous iteration, splitting it will not result in a speedup, since the second partial process waits for the first partial process to finish and the third on the second etc. Dependencies are however not always this obvious. For instance an arbitrary process \( c \) can be dependent on process \( b \) and this process dependent on process \( a \), see Figure 4.2 for a visualization of the example. The numbers above the processes show how much clock cycles a process needs to execute one iteration. Process \( b \) is a light process and can execute its iterations fast. Splitting \( c \) such that it can keep up with the iteration speed of \( b \) appears to be a good choice. In Figure 4.3 process \( c \) is split in \( c' \) and \( c'' \). If \( c' \) and \( c'' \) can run in parallel, each 20 clock cycles, two iterations can be processed. This effectively doubles the original speed of \( c \), which was one iteration per 20 clock cycles. However, since \( a \) is a relatively slow process, \( b \) constantly has to wait for \( a \). After \( b \) takes 10 clock cycles to execute one iteration, it has to wait for another 20 cycles before \( a \) is done with its iteration. As a consequence \( b \) can not execute faster than 30 clock cycles per iteration. The transformed \( c \) process (\( c' \) and \( c'' \)) is now needlessly fast, and constantly waiting for \( b \).

To determine which processes could be split to speedup the whole program, it is necessary to determine which processes slow down others. The PPN above was a simple example. Processes can be dependent on only a few specific iterations of other process instead of on every iteration. This changes the influence other processes have on a given process.

A file (as described in Section 4.1.4) contains the information on how fast each process per-
forms when not limited by its dependencies. Using these combined with the dependencies of the PDG, an analytical estimation can be made of the performance of each PPN process during a real program execution.

### 4.2.2 Throughput

![Diagram of Example PPN](image)

Figure 4.4: Example PPN

To detect how much a certain process can be accelerated, we must determine how the processes it depends on limit its speed. These processes can in turn also be limited by their dependent processes. A method for estimating these dependence limitations is the throughput analysis described in [11]. Throughput indicates how much data go through a FIFO channel, and how much data a process produces, for each clock cycle.

In a FIFO channel all data items stay in the order in which they were entered. Data that was first sent into the channel, will also first come out of the channel, hence first in first out. Since the throughput calculation requires channels to be FIFOs, we will assume when we discuss throughput, that channels are FIFOs.

Throughput calculations are done in topological ordering. Topological ordering in a PPN is the order in which processes are input dependent. A source process is a process without input arguments, and therefore is not input dependent and thus is first in the topological ordering. All nodes connected to the source are next in the topological ordering. The sink processes, which have no output arguments, are last in the topological ordering, as nothing is dependent on them, and are therefore not after a sink process. The problem with topological ordering is that if two processes
are dependent on each other i.e. one process receives input from the other, as well as send data to this process, it is more difficult to determine which of the processes is before the other. There is no topological ordering if there are processes dependent on each other, either directly, or by a path of processes, i.e., the PPN contains cycles. To calculate throughput, a PPN needs to have a topological ordering, we therefore take as criterion to use throughput that the used PPN does not contain cycles. We also do not allow processes in a PPN to contain self-loops, as this could also affect the behavior of a process not defined by the throughput.

A number of equations will be given to describe how to calculate throughput. It is important to keep in mind that the throughput of a process is based on its own processing speed and that of all its input dependent FIFOs. The throughput of a process does not include the limitations of its output arguments. These limitations will be taken into account by the FIFOs connected to the output arguments.

The throughput of a process \( P \) is the minimum of the aggregated incoming channel throughput \( T^{F_{\text{aggr}}} \) and the isolated process throughput \( T^{\text{iso}}_P \):

\[
T_P = \min(T^{F_{\text{aggr}}}, T^{\text{iso}}_P).
\] (4.1)

\( T^{F_{\text{aggr}}} \) is calculated based on the incoming channels to a process. For a single process with no input channels (a source process), \( T^{F_{\text{aggr}}} \) is infinite such that the aggregation incoming channel throughput has no effect on the throughput of the process. The resulting calculation is \( T_P = \min(\infty, T^{\text{iso}}_P) \). As noted earlier, the throughput of a process does not include its output argument limitations. Thus throughput is for a source process solely determined by its isolated throughput. The isolated throughput of a process is the amount of iterations per clock cycle:

\[
T^{\text{iso}}_P = \frac{1}{W_P},
\] (4.2)

where \( W_P \) is the workload of a process, the amount of clock cycles per iteration. The isolated throughput of process P1 of Figure 4.4 which executes one iteration in 10 clock cycles is \( 1/10 \). Note that the isolated throughput is simplified. A more precise equation should take the read and write costs of the channels into account distinguishing between different and the same processes. However, as we stated in Section 4.1.2, with the simplified search criteria we assume that read and write time by processes is included in their workload, and do not need to be explicitly added in Equation 4.2.

The isolated throughput indicates how fast a process executes iterations if it is not blocked by
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input or output channels.

The throughput of a channel $f$ is the minimum of its read and write throughput.

$$T_f = \min(T_f^{Wr}, T_f^{Rd}). \quad (4.3)$$

$T_f$ indicates on average how much data per clock cycle goes through the channel. Since both read and write can block the channel, the slowest of the two indicates the total throughput. $T_f^{Wr}$ can be calculated as follows:

$$T_f^{Wr} = \frac{|OP^f_j|}{|DP|} \cdot T_P. \quad (4.4)$$

$T_f^{Wr}$ is dependent on the process $P$ that puts data in the FIFO channel. The write throughput is based on the throughput of this process, and how many of its iterations actually produce data for the FIFO. $|OP^f_j|$ is the amount of iterations of $P$ that produces data for $f$. Note that $j$ refers to the output argument of $P$ to which $f$ is connected.

$|DP|$ is the domain size of $P$, which is the total number of iterations $P$ will perform. $T_P$ is the throughput of $P$.

In Figure 4.4, P1 has a domain size of 50. Only 40 of those iterations produce data for channel F1. $\frac{|OP^f_{P1}|}{|DP|} = \frac{40}{50} = \frac{4}{5}$. The throughput of P1 is $\frac{1}{10}$.

$$T_f^{Wr} = \frac{4}{5} \cdot T_P = \frac{4}{5} \cdot \frac{1}{10} = \frac{4}{50}. \quad (4.5)$$

To calculate $T_f^{Rd}$ of the FIFO the following Equation is used.

$$T_f^{Rd} = \frac{|IP^f_j|}{|DP|} \cdot T_P^{iso}. \quad (4.5)$$

Where $|IP^f_j|$ is the number of iterations a process consumes data from the FIFO channel. In Figure 4.4, the input size of P2 from F1 and the iteration domain of P2 are 40. Following Equation 4.2, the isolated throughput of P2 is $\frac{1}{W_{P2}} = \frac{1}{25}$. Using this information the read throughput of F1 can be calculated.

$$T_f^{Rd} = \frac{|IP^f_{P2}|}{|DP|} \cdot T_P^{iso} = \frac{40}{40} \cdot \frac{1}{25} = \frac{2}{50}. \quad (4.5)$$

The throughput of F1 can now be decided using Equation 4.3. $T_f = \min(T_f^{Wr}, T_f^{Rd}) = \min(\frac{4}{50}, \frac{2}{50}) = \frac{2}{50}$. 
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In Chapter 2 the concept of arguments of a PPN has been explained. To calculate the aggregated throughput of a process, all incoming FIFO channels that are connected on the same argument are taken together. Since they all contribute to the same argument of the process, their individual throughputs are added together. The sums of throughputs for all input arguments are compared. The lowest sum indicates the argument that limits the throughput of the process the most. The lowest sum is the aggregated throughput of the process. The aggregated throughput of a process is the rate of data it receives for one of its arguments, the argument which receives its
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data the slowest of all the process arguments.

\[ T^{Faggr} = \min \left( \sum_{f \text{ connects to } j} T_f : j \text{ is an input argument of } P \right) \] (4.6)

Figure 4.5 shows how aggregation is calculated for a process. All FIFO channels which are connected to the same argument of the process are added together. The minimum of these combined channels is the aggregated throughput.

4.2.3 Calculating Throughput

The throughput of a process is as Equation 4.1 states based on its aggregated throughput and its isolated throughput. The isolated throughput is calculated using the workload information of the process. The aggregated throughput is calculated by the throughput of the process input channels. These channel throughputs require the throughput of their input processes to be calculated. The processes that can be calculated without having to take input channels into account, are the processes without input channels. The source processes throughput can be calculated directly. To calculate all processes, the processes are evaluated in topological ordering based on their connections. If process \( a \) has a input from another process \( b \) via a channel, then \( b \) is before \( a \) in the topological ordering. Source processes are always first in the topological ordering and sink process are the last processes in the ordering.

Calculating the throughput of two processes with a loop between each other is impossible, since calculating the throughput of one of the processes depends on the throughput of the other and vice versa. We therefore only examine PPNs without cycles if we use the throughput calculation. This is a limitation, as many PPNs can contain cycles.

The Analyze tool uses an implementation of the throughput estimation algorithm as defined in Algorithm 1 of [11]. The algorithm calculates the throughput of all processes in topological ordering. For each process a number of calculations are executed. First, the isolated throughput is calculated, followed by the \( T^{Rd}_{f_j} \) for all incoming FIFOs. Second, calculating all processes in topological ordering guarantees that all \( T^{Wr}_{f_j} \) of all incoming FIFOs are calculated in previous steps (when calculating other processes’ throughput). Third, the \( T_{f_j} \) for each incoming FIFO is calculated. Fourth, the algorithm calculates the aggregated throughput of the process using all incoming channel throughput values. Fifth, the throughput of the process is set as minimum of the isolated and aggregated throughput. Finally, the write throughput for all outgoing FIFOs is
calculated.

The final throughput value indicating how fast the program is, is the throughput of the last process in the topological ordering, i.e. the sink process.

4.2.4 Using Throughput

Throughput of a process is dependent on its aggregated throughput and its isolated throughput. Aggregated throughput is calculated using the connections of the input arguments. The output limitations of a process are not taken into account for its throughput. The output limitations affect the throughput of the channels connected to the output arguments of the process. For an individual process we only need to examine its input arguments, as the output limitations will be taken into account by successor processes.

A process should be split if the throughput indicates that the process consumes data slower than it receives data. In this case data accumulates in the channels connected to the input arguments. Once the channels are full, input processes will be blocked on writing. Splitting the process such that it executes in parallel increases the amount of data that can be processed each iteration.

Each channel has a write and read throughput as explained in Section 4.2.2. $T_{WR}$ indicates how many tokens each iteration enter the channel and $T_{RD}$ how much tokens leave the channel each iteration. If $T_{RD}$ is smaller than $T_{WR}$, each iteration $T_{WR} - T_{RD}$ tokens are added to the
channel until it is full and blocks input processes. Splitting the process can prevent the blocking to occur, by allowing the data to be processed faster. By splitting a process in partitions not only the incoming channels are prevented from getting full, each process $q$ receiving data from the partitions will receive its data faster. In the unmodified situation the parent process produced a number of data tokens for an input argument of $q$. In the modified situation, all partitions produce a portion of these data tokens for the same input argument of $q$. Thus $q$ will receive its data tokens from different partitions that can produce this data in parallel and therefore $q$ can have a higher throughput rate than when it would receive these tokens from the parent process. Assuming all processes can handle the improved throughput, the split decreases the execution time of the program. It is possible to split the process more than necessary. If a process is split such that for one of its input channels $T_{Rd}$ is greater than $T_{Wr}$ it has no improvement over the case where $T_{Rd}$ is equal to $T_{Wr}$. When $T_{Rd}$ is greater than $T_{Wr}$ the process can process more tokens each iteration than it receives. At some point the channel will no longer contain tokens and the process has to wait until the channel has received new tokens. Splitting a process such that this situation occurs is a waste of resources, since it does not improve the throughput.
Example of Improvements based on Throughput

Using the throughput information, a process is selected to split. Splitting a process has to result in an improvement of throughput. Since throughput is based on the limitations of the process by its input channels, this is what will be examined when selecting processes.

If an examined process processes its input data slower than its predecessor processes produce this data, the examined process can be split to keep up with the production rate of the predecessor processes.

We show an example in Figure 4.6. The Producer process produces a data token every 10 clock cycles and process P0 consumes a token every 20 cycles. This results every 20 cycles in one data token processed by P0 and one data token added to F1 because P0 can not process it in the same rate as the Producer process could. Assuming the Consumer is fast enough to keep up with the P0 process, the P0 process is slowing the whole program down. Eventually the Producer will be output blocked as F1 gets full. On the right of Figure 4.6 the throughput calculations are displayed.

The workload of the Producer is 10, therefore the isolated throughput is \( \frac{1}{10} \). Producer is a source process thus \( T_{\text{Producer}} = T_{\text{iso}}^{\text{Producer}} \). All data tokens from Producer are sent to F1, \( \frac{|OP_{\text{Producer}}|}{|D_{\text{Producer}}|} = \frac{10}{10} \). The write throughput of F1 is thus equal to the isolated throughput of Producer \( T_{W_F}^{\text{F1}} = \frac{|OP_{\text{Producer}}|}{|D_{\text{Producer}}|} \cdot T_{\text{iso}}^{\text{Producer}} = \frac{10}{10} \cdot \frac{1}{10} \). Each iteration of P0, P0 consumes a data token from F1. All data P0 receives comes from F1. The workload of P0 is 20 and the isolated throughput \( \frac{1}{20} \). The number of tokens read from F1 each iteration is \( T_{Rd}^{\text{F1}} = \frac{|IP_{\text{P0}}|}{|D_{\text{P0}}|} \cdot T_{\text{iso}}^{\text{P0}} = \frac{10}{10} \cdot \frac{1}{20} \).

The write throughput of F1 is more than the read throughput, which is in correspondence with the described behavior; the Producer can produce tokens faster than P0 can consume. In Figure 4.7, P0 is split in processes P1 and P2. Both process one half of the domain P0 processes. The throughput of F4 is the same of F1. The write throughput of F4 is half of the write throughput of F1. It is halved because only half of the tokens the Producer creates are transported to P2 by F4. The other half of the tokens are transported by F3 to P1. Note that the throughput of P1 and of P2 is equal to the throughput of P0 of Figure 4.6. To detect if the split improves the PPN, we need to look at the throughput of the processes connected to the output arguments of the split process. The only output process of P0 is the Consumer process. In the bottom of Figure 4.6, the aggregated throughput of the Consumer is calculated. This is the throughput of F2, which is the minimum of its write and read throughput. The read throughput depends on the workload of
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the Consumer, which is 1. The write throughput of F2 is calculated as the number of tokens of P0 designated for Consumer divided by the domain of P0 times the throughput of P0. This results in a write throughput of $\frac{1}{20}$ for F2. Comparing the throughput of the Consumer in Figure 4.6 with the throughput of the Consumer in Figure 4.7 will indicate if splitting P0 has effect on the PPN. The aggregated throughput here is the sum of the throughput of F5 and F6, as both send their tokens to the same argument of Consumer. The calculations of the throughput of F6 are shown in Figure 4.7. The write throughput is $\frac{5}{5} \cdot \frac{1}{20}$ since all 5 tokens P2 produces are intended for Consumer and the throughput of P2 is $\frac{1}{20}$. The calculations of the throughput of F3 is only different in that it applies on P1. The write throughput is smaller than the read throughput and determines the throughput of the FIFOs. In Figure 4.6, the aggregated throughput of Consumer results in $T_{\text{aggr}} = \min(T_{F2}) = T_{F2} = T_{\text{wr}} = \frac{10}{10} \cdot \frac{1}{20}$. The throughput of the Consumer process is $T = \min(T_{\text{aggr}}, T_{\text{iso}}) = \min(\frac{1}{20}, \frac{1}{1}) = \frac{1}{20}$.

In Figure 4.7, where P0 is split in two partitions, the aggregated throughput of the Consumer is $T_{\text{aggr}} = \min(T_{F5} + T_{F6}) = T_{F5} + T_{F6} = \min(T_{\text{wr}}^{F5}, T_{\text{rd}}^{F5}) + \min(T_{\text{wr}}^{F6}, T_{\text{rd}}^{F6}) = T_{\text{wr}}^{F5} + T_{\text{wr}}^{F6} = \left(\frac{5}{5} \cdot \frac{1}{20}\right) + \left(\frac{5}{5} \cdot \frac{1}{20}\right) = \frac{1}{10}$. The throughput of the Consumer process is $T = \min(T_{\text{aggr}}, T_{\text{iso}}) = \min(\frac{1}{10}, \frac{1}{1}) = \frac{1}{10}$. Thus, the throughput of the Consumer process is doubled by splitting P0 in two parts.

A process split on the throughput not necessary has to result in an improvement as the process could still be limited by its output channels. These channels are however connected to other processes, and these could be optimized as well, with the exception of sink processes. Sink and source processes are as defined earlier artificial in that they represent the connection with the outer world. To influence the throughput calculations and thus the decisions taken by the Analyze tool, the designer could change the processing speed of the sources. These are taken into account since they are used for the throughput calculation, controlling what kind of transformations the Analyze will come up with.

Algorithm For Split Selection

Based on throughput calculations we present Algorithm 2 to determine which processes should be split, and in how many pieces.

Algorithm 2 examines every process in topological ordering, from last process till first process. Since throughput is calculated in topological ordering, splitting a process from last to first does not influence the throughput of processes earlier in the topological ordering.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for splitting processes based on throughput.

**Input:** Throughput, $T^\text{aggr}$, $T^\text{iso}$ for all processes  
**Input:** $T^\text{wr}$, $T^\text{rd}$ for all FIFOs  
**Input:** $P$, set of all processes in the PPN.  
**Output:** Specification which processes should be split.

```plaintext
1: while $p = \text{lastInTopo}(P)$; $P = P - p$ do
2:   $\forall a \in \text{arguments}: cT^\text{wr}_a = 0$
3:   $\forall a \in \text{arguments}: cT^\text{rd}_a = 0$
4:   if $p == \text{source} || p == \text{sink}$ then $\triangleright$ Source and sink nodes are not allowed to be split  
5:      continue
6:   end if
7:   for all $F \in P^\text{inputFIFOS}$ do $\triangleright$ Combine FIFOs $T^\text{wr}$ and $T^\text{rd}$ with same input argument  
8:      $cT^\text{wr}_F^\text{inputargument} + = T^\text{wr}_F$
9:      $cT^\text{rd}_F^\text{inputargument} + = T^\text{rd}_F$
10:  end for
11: if $\exists a: cT^\text{rd}_a >= cT^\text{wr}_a$ then $\triangleright$ slowest throughput caused by input, $p$ should not be split  
12:      continue
13:  end if
14: speedupAmount = $\min(cT^\text{wr}_a / cT^\text{rd}_a \mid a \in \text{arguments})$
15:  SPLIT($p$, speedupAmount)
16:  end while
```

For each process we first check if it is a source or sink. A source or sink process is skipped, as these processes are part of the connection with the outside world and their throughput is controlled by the designer to indicate how the outside world influences the program.

A set for combined write throughput ($cT^\text{wr}$) is created and one for the combined read throughput ($cT^\text{rd}$). These sets contain for each input argument of the process the sum of all $T^\text{wr}$ and $T^\text{rd}$ respectively, of all FIFOs connected to that argument. This is done on code lines 8 till 11 of algorithm 2.

For an arbitrary process $a$ with FIFOs $F_1$ and $F_2$ connected to input argument 1 of $a$, $cT^\text{wr}_1 = T^\text{wr}_{F_1} + T^\text{wr}_{F_2}$ and $cT^\text{rd}_1 = T^\text{rd}_{F_1} + T^\text{rd}_{F_2}$.

If for a process there is an argument $a$ where $cT^\text{rd}_a \geq cT^\text{wr}_a$, the total data designated for that argument is faster consumed than produced. Improving the consumption rate by splitting the
process will not improve the throughput, as the input will stay the limiting factor. The algorithm will therefore not split processes where this is the case. All processes such that for all arguments the \( cT^W_r \) is bigger than \( cT^R_d \) can be split to comply with the combined write throughput. The process should get \( \min(cT^w_r/a/cT^r_d/a \mid a \in p\text{arguments}) \) times faster, resulting in processes where at least one argument gets limited by the write throughput instead of the read throughput. The SPLIT function will be explained in Section 4.2.5. This function splits a process \( p \) in \( \min(cT^w_r/a/cT^r_d/a \mid a \in p\text{arguments}) \) parts. We assume that the process partitions can run in parallel, and give exactly the amount of speedup equal to the number of times the process is split. Since self dependencies and loops are not supported by our current algorithm, the only limit on the concurrent behavior is the sequential production of data designated for the original process.

4.2.5 Splitting

\begin{center}
\begin{array}{c|ccccc}
\hline
\text{plane split 2} & 0 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 \\
\hline
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c|ccccc}
\hline
\text{modulo split 2} & 0 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 \\
\hline
\cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
\end{array}
\end{center}

Figure 4.8: Example of iteration sets split by the Transform tool.

In Section 4.2.4 an algorithm is presented that indicates which processes should be split, and how much faster the partitions together should process the original data. As described in Chapter 3 a process could be split in multiple ways. The \texttt{Analyze} tool does not actually split processes, but generates a command line that contains instructions for the \texttt{Transform} tool how the PPN should be split.
We consider two options for splitting a process. We consider plane splitting and modulo splitting. In both cases the Transform tool can split a process in a desired number of parts. In the case of plane splitting using Algorithm 1 the number of iterations in each partition will be distributed as equal as the algorithm is able to do, taking non convex iteration domains into account.

The modulo split transformation will just split on a given dimension using modulo conditions. This results in a problem. Modulo split does not modify its split behavior based on the distribution of the iteration points in an iteration domain. This can result in partitions with large differences in their iteration domains. If for instance all iteration points have the same modulo as the transformation tries to split in, one partition will contain all iterations, while the others will be empty. In Figure 4.8, three different sets are split by both methods. In the case of plane splitting, the algorithm behind it will set the split point such that the partitions are equal in size. The modulo split will split on the given modulo, here 2. This results in all iterations with value modulo two equals zero are in one set, and all values modulo two equals one in the other set. In the figure it is clearly show that this can result in unevenly distributed partitions. Even if these partitions run in parallel, their uneven size does not give the desired result of increasing the processing speed by the amount of times the process is split in.

The plane split method is also not perfect for the purpose of speeding up a process consumption rate. In the top left example of Figure 4.8 one partition contains iteration points 0,1 and 3, where the other contains iteration points 3,4 and 5. The first three iteration points (in lexicographical order) of the original iteration domain are all in the first partition, and the next three iterations in the second partition. In the modulo split example of Figure 4.8 (the upper right one), looking at the iterations in lexicographical order, the iterations alternate between the two partitions. The first iteration point (0) is in the first partition, the second iteration point (1) is in the second partition. The iteration points of a process are executed in lexicographical order once implemented by the Daedalus scheduler. We assume processes are connected with FIFOs to each other. Data comes out of a FIFO in the same order as it comes in. A process consumes its data in the same order it is written to the FIFO. If a process is split by a plane split transformation, the first \(x\) data tokens designated for the parent process will go to the first partition, the next \(y\) data tokens will go to the next partition etc. This can prevent the partitions to run in parallel, as explained in the following example.

In Figure 4.9(a), a producer process generates data tokens designated for process A. It starts with the creation of \(t[1]\), a data token that is required by the first iteration of process A. It sequen-
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Figure 4.9: Order of data tokens produced by a process

(tially continues with t[2], t[3], etc, designated for iteration 2, 3 of process A respectively. In Figure 4.9(b), process A is split in A’ and A” with the plane split method. A’ processes iterations 1, 2, and 3 of the original process A and A” processes iterations 4, 5 and 6 of A. Data token t[4] is created by Producer after it has created tokens t[1],t[2] and t[3]. A” has to wait until all tokens for A’ are created before it starts receiving the tokens it needs to execute. A’ and A” can only start to run in parallel when the producer has created all the tokens for A’. If the FIFO between the producer and A’ can store less tokens than the producer needs to produce before starting its tokens creation for A”, the producer might get output blocked by A’ and has to wait for A’ before it can start producing tokens for A”.

In Figure 4.9(c), A is split by the modulo split method. Here A’ contains all iterations where the values modulo 2 equal 1, and A” where the values modulo 2 equals 0. Now after the producer
has created one token for A’, the next token is designated for A”. A” can thus start executing after
the producer has produced one token for both split processes instead of all tokens for A’.

In the implementation layer of the tool flow the sizes of all FIFOs are calculated, such that no
deadlock occurs. The FIFO sizes are just large enough to store sufficient data to let all processes
at some point execute. This means in the case of 4.9(b) the FIFO sizes are one, as only one token
is required by A’ each time (the same counts for A”). Blocking of the production process would
then occur after it has produced t[1]. Once A’ starts consuming t[1], then t[2] can be created. This
greatly limits the overlap where both A’ and A” receive tokens (to execute in parallel) greatly. The
preferred split method is therefore the modulo split and not the plane split.

To allow the Analyze tool to apply the modulo split method without ending up in highly
uneven iteration points distributed sets, we assume all the sets representing the iteration domains
of the PPN the Analyze tool examines are convex sets. As stated in Section 3.2 the modulo split
method works well on convex sets, and streaming applications have only rarely iteration domain
representing sets that are not convex sets.

4.2.6 Merging

The modulo split is limited by processes with iteration sets that are not convex sets. For the kind
of programs the tool flow is designed, these iteration sets are not common, and we therefore do not
attempt to address this problem. The Analyze, Transform and pn tools can run in sequence
repeatedly. This is encouraged as with each iteration based on the new throughput values of split
processes earlier in the topological ordering, the Analyze tool can better approximate how many
times a process later in the topological ordering can be split. The bottleneck process may change
after splitting. Therefore, an iterative approach is needed such that the Analyze tool can take the
previously suggested transformations into account.

At each iteration of the tool flow processes can be split up by the modulo split method. After
the first iteration we no longer can assume that all process iteration domains are convex sets. See
Figure 4.10, after the set is split in a set with the equation modulo two equals zero and a set with
the equation modulo two equals one, both created sets are no longer convex.

In order to apply a modulo on an already split set, we merge all partitions together and then
split this combined process by the new modulo value. This not only allow modulo to split on
convex sets it also allows a previous split process to change the modulo splitting factor, from 2
into 3 for instance. Would in this case the partitions not be merged, only all partitions could be
split separately in more pieces, instead of the original process in equal parts. If the partitions are not merged in Figure 4.10, it is not possible with only modulo split applied on the individual partitions to get three even sized partitions.

Note that merging is in this special case supported by the Transform tool, as merging of partitions is supported contrary to merging different processes that do not stem from a common process.
Experiments

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we demonstrate what effect the implemented Transform and Analyze tools have on a program. The PDGs of the programs are modified by the Transform tool. Then simulated with the implementation tools available in the Daedalus tool flow. The Analyze tool generate commands for the Transform tool to execute, aiming for a higher throughput.

5.2 Splitting Processes

5.2.1 Sobel

Sobel[13] is an algorithm which uses a convolution matrix to detect edges in an image. In Figure 5.1, we show the PPN of sobel that consists of five processes. readPixel is the only source node, and represents the reading of pixels of an image from disk or camera stream. The two gradient processes apply a matrix manipulation on some of these image pixels. One gradient process applies on pixels that are horizontal next to each other, the other gradient vertical. The gradient process require a number of tokens of readPixel for its first iteration. While waiting for these tokens, additional tokens from readPixel arrive at the FIFOs of the gradient process required for later iterations. The FIFOs between readPixel and gradient need to have sufficient storage capacity to store these tokens. The absVal process combines the results from the two gradient processes. The writePixel is the sink process, and represents the storing of the pixels in a new image or writing to
The workload for the different processes are the same as those used in [13]. The read and write Pixel processes have a workload of 5, the gradient processes have a workload of 31 cycles for each iteration and the absVal process has a workload of 118 cycles. The latencies for writing and reading from FIFOs are 1, which we assume are included in the workload.

In this section we apply the transformation tool manually, that is, we select the transformation parameters manually. The graph of Figure 5.2 shows how fast the Sobel program is after the absVal process is split by the transformation tool. With number of clock cycles on the y axis and number of partitions on the x axis.

The processes in the sobel program have a two dimensional iteration domain. ‘plane dim 1’ in the graph are the data points where the absVal process is split by a plane on the first dimension. The graph shows that this splitting method, even after splitting it in 6 pieces, has almost no effect. The split program executes in 99.98% of the time the original program executes. ‘plane dim 2’, which is plane split over the second dimension, has more effect. The program split by this method executes in 96.39% of the original time.

This improvement of speed occurs when split processes can execute in parallel. For ‘plane dim 1’ the first dimension corresponds with the outer loop of the original program. Splitting this outer loop, each partition runs a part of the outer loop, with the corresponding inner loop. Overlap is present when one partition is busy with the last iteration of the outer loop and the last iterations of the corresponding inner loop and the next partition starts its first outer loop and the corresponding
first inner loop iteration. The size of the actual overlap is based on the buffer size of the FIFO to
the first partition such that the producing process (readPixel) can start producing for the second
partition. Since FIFO sizes are limited, this is 200 clock cycles for each overlap. And each split
on the outer loop results in one additional overlap where two partitions run in parallel.

‘plane dim 2’ on the other hand, is split on its inner loop. Every outer loop iteration, all
partitions are used. First, the partition with the first part of the inner loop, continued by the
partition with the second part etc. In ‘plane dim 1’ the number of overlaps is equal to the amount
of partitions minus 1, in ‘plane dim 2’ the overlap amount is equal to the number of partitions
times the size of the outer loop minus one. Therefore, ‘plane dim 2’ is more effective.

The difference between ‘mod dim 1’ (process absVal split by modulo split on dimension one)
and ‘mod dim 2’ (process absVal split by modulo split on the second dimension) can be explained
in the same way.

‘mod dim 2’ is a lot more effective than ‘mod dim 2’, although both split methods apply on
the inner loop. In the case ‘mod dim 1’ is split in three pieces, each partition takes a third of the
iterations of the inner loop to process. The amount of overlap in the inner loop is thus the number
of partitions if it is not the last iteration of the outer loop else number of partitions minus one. In
case of the modulo split on the inner loop in $x$ pieces, every sequence of $x$ iterations is processed
by different partitions. Effectively this means more overlap. Thus \( x \) data tokens designated for the absVal process can be processed in parallel. There is delay between each data token based on the input, and if the \( x + 1 \) data token arrives before the first token is processed, it can not be processed immediately.

‘plane dim 1 and 2’ shows results where absVal is split both in dimension 1 and dimension 2, where the total number of partitions is on the x axis. Splitting the process twice in the first dimension and twice in the second results in four partitions. ‘mod dim 1 and 2’ shows the results where the process is split by modulo split in both dimension 1 and dimension 2. Both are in between the same method full split in dimension 1 and full split in dimension 2.

‘mod dim 2’ saturates when the split factor is more than 4. This can indicate that another process becomes the bottleneck for the program at this point.

We also try to improve the program by splitting the gradient nodes. Splitting one of them has no effect, nor has splitting both. This is expected: as splitting absVal make the program execute in only 31.47\% of the original number of cycles, the absVal process is most likely the bottleneck.

Splitting the absVal in four with the modulo split method on dimension 2 prevents absVal from being the bottleneck. Splitting one of the gradients after this has at most an improvement of only 5 clock cycles. The absVal process requires input from both gradient processes. If one of them became faster than the other, absVal still must wait for input from the slower of the two.

In Figure 5.3, the absVal process is first split by modulo split in four partitions on dimension 2. Then both gradients are split by either plane or modulo split in either dimension 1 or 2 (or both).

The results are similar as that of Figure 5.2. In both graphs ‘plane split dim 2’ has effect, and ‘modulo split dim 2’ has a huge effect. ‘modulo split dim 2’ stops improving after 3 splits. Probably because another process (absVal) is the bottleneck of the program.

Splitting sobel in five absVal partitions on dimension 2 with the modulo method, and both gradient processes in four partitions (also with the modulo split on dimension 2), the program execution time decreases again, to 1347889 clock cycles. Thus the gradient nodes were indeed limited by the absVal node.

### 5.2.2 Correctness of Splitting

Splitting and improving a program is a good thing to do as long as the program stays functioning correctly, i.e. satisfying the original program specification. In the case of sobel the output is a picture. If a transformation is applied on the sobel program, the program should still output the
exact same picture. We tested various transformations, and compared the output data. In all cases the output picture was exactly the same as the output picture of the unmodified program.

5.2.3 QR Decomposition

The QR decomposition algorithm can be used to solve systems of linear equations[14]. The program consists of two source processes. In Figure 5.4, we show a visual representation. A zero process and a read_x process provide data for the program. The vectorize and rotate processes receive input from the sources and each other. The vectorize process has a two dimensional iteration domain, and has a self loop. The rotate process consists of a three dimensional iteration domain and has three self loops. The vectorize and rotate processes write data designated for each other, themselves and the sink process. The sink process only consumes data.

In Figure 5.5, we show the execution time of the QR program for various split commands. On the x axis we show on what dimension the split command applies. Zero on the x axis indicates no split. On the right side we show the different methods that are used. A PPN can be split in many ways, and many times. In this example we compare the effect of splitting over different dimensions. The vectorize process is split by plane and modulo on dimension 1 and 2. Since the
rotate process has three dimensions, this process is split by plane and modulo on dimensions 1, 2 and 3. All splits are a factor 2.

‘Modulo vectorize’ are the results where the vectorize process is split in two by modulo split. Contrary to the results of the sobel, splitting on the outer loop iteration domain has more effect than splitting on the inner loop. Splitting on dimension 2 has no effect at all.

‘Modulo rotate’ are the results where the rotate process is split in two by modulo split. Here splitting on dimension 1 has no effect. Splitting on dimension 3 results in an execution time of 2185 clock cycles less than splitting on dimension 2.

‘Modulo vectorize & rotate’ are the results where the vectorize and rotate process are split by the modulo split method on the dimension indicated by the x axis. Splitting the vectorize and rotate process on dimension 1 yields the lowest execution time. This indicates that splitting only the rotate process on dimension 1 has no effect because it gets blocked by the vectorize process. Splitting the vectorize and rotate process on dimension 2 results in a program only one clock cycle faster than when only the rotate process is split over dimension two with the modulo split.

‘Plane vectorize’ are the results where the vectorize process is split with a factor two by plane splitting on the dimension indicated by the x axis. In this case plane splitting on dimension 2 has effect, where modulo split on dimension 2 has none.

‘plane rotate’ are the results where the rotate process is split by the plane split method with factor two on the dimension indicated by the x axis.
‘plane vectorize & rotate’ are the results where the vectorize and rotate process are split by the plane split method with a factor two on the dimension indicated by the x axis. Splitting on dimension 1 decreases the program execution time by 7088 clock cycles, splitting on dimension two by 73707 clock cycles.

‘modulo vectorize & plane rotate’ are the results where the vectorize process is split with a factor two by the modulo split method and the rotate process is split with a factor two by the plane split method.

‘plane vectorize & modulo rotate’ are the results where the rotate process is split with a factor two by the plane split method and the rotate process is split with a factor two by the plane split method. When split on dimension 1 the results are equal to ‘plane vectorize & rotate’. When split on dimension 2, the resulting program executes 1172 clock cycles longer than the ‘plane vectorize & rotate’ variant.

These results show that not in all cases splitting on the most inner loop gives the best results. The QR program split on dimension 1 with ‘modulo vectorize & rotate’ yields lowest execution time of our results, with 83506 clock cycles. The split method also affects on which dimension the split can best be applied, comparing ‘plane vectorize’ with ‘modulo vectorize’, for plane split
5.3 Analyzing Programs

In this section we use the Analyze tool as input for the Transform tool. The Analyze, Transform, pn sequence can be run multiple times to improve the final result. Since plane splitting performs worse than modulo split on average, as explained in Section 4.2.5, the Analyze tool generates modulo split commands and not plane split commands.

5.3.1 Producer Transformer Consumer Program

```
prod  trans  cons
Wprod = 10  Wtrans = 250  Wcons = 1
|Dprod| = 50  |Dtrans| = 50  |Dcons| = 50
```

Figure 5.6: A PPN.

Figure 5.6 depicts a PPN with three processes. The prod process is a source process and the cons a sink process. All processes have an iteration domain size of 50, and are one-dimensional. The workload of prod is 10, the trans process has a workload of 250 clock cycles and for the cons process has a workload of 1 clock cycle.

```
T^{iso} = .1  T^{iso} = .004  T^{iso} = 1
T^{Faggr} = inf  T^{Faggr} = 0.004  T^{Faggr} = 0.004
T^{prod} = .1  T^{trans} = 0.004  T^{cons} = 0.004
```

Figure 5.7: The throughput calculations of the PPN of Figure 5.6.

In Figure 5.7, the throughput is calculated for the processes and channels. Throughput calculation is explained in detail in Section 4.2.2.
The `Analyze` tool analyzes the different processes for split opportunities. The prod and cons processes are skipped by the tool, since these processes are sink or source processes. There is only one input argument consisting of one FIFO for process trans. This channel’s write throughput is bigger than its read throughput. The read throughput is 1/25th of the write throughput. Therefore, the `Analyze` tool suggests to modulo split the trans process with factor 25.

![Diagram of PPN](image)

Figure 5.8: The PPN of Figure 5.6 split with a factor 25 by modulo split on trans as suggested by the analyze tool.

Figure 5.8 depicts the situation when split as suggested. Each partition of the trans process has an input channel from the prod process. The write throughput for each of these channels is different from the write throughput of the channel between prod and trans in the old situation. The write throughput is calculated as in Equation 4.4. The iteration domain of the prod process stays the same, as is the throughput of the prod process. The number of tokens designated for the channel is changed. Instead of all 50 tokens, only 2 are designated for each FIFO channel, as the tokens are distributed between all trans partitions. Since the write and read throughput for each of these channels is equal, the `Analyze` tool does not suggest any further split operations. The overall throughput of the program is improved, as all output channels of the trans partitions are connected to the same argument of the cons process. The aggregated throughput of cons is the sum of the throughput of all these channels. This result in an aggregated throughput of 0.1. The throughput of cons is now 0.1. The original program requires 12614 clock cycles to complete.
The transformed program only requires 805 clock cycles to complete.

### 5.3.2 Fork and Join Program

In this subsection the Analyze tool optimizes the PPN of Figure 4.4. This PPN is more complex than the PPN of the previous section as the PPN of Figure 4.4 contains a fork and a join process. The PPN consists of four processes. P1 is a source process, P4 a sink process. P1 has a workload of 10, P2 and P3 of 25 and P4 of 1. The iteration domain is one dimensional for all processes. P1 and P2 have an iteration domain of 50, P2 of 40 and P3 of 10.

![Figure 5.9: The PPN of Figure 4.4 with throughput calculations.](image)

Figure 5.9 shows the PPN with throughput calculations. P1 and P4 can not be split as they are source and sink processes respectively. P3 has only F2 as input channel. This channel is examined for the decision how many times P3 should be split. The read throughput of F2 is higher than the write throughput. Analyze does not suggest a split action for P3, as the process is limited by write processes according to the throughput calculation. P2 has only channel F1 as input. The write throughput of F1 is 0.08 and the read throughput is 0.04. According the throughput calculations, P2 can be split by a factor 2. The Analyze tool concludes to split P2 with modulo split with factor 2.

After this split, the FIFOs of the P2 partitions have a different write throughput. Since only 20
of the 50 tokens from P1 goes to each partition, the write throughput of each partition’s incoming FIFO is $\frac{20}{50} \cdot 1 = 0.4$. The read throughput of these channels stays 0.04. The write throughput is not bigger than the read throughput and thus the Analyze does not suggest any more splits for these partitions. The program without transformations takes 1322 clock cycles to terminate. The transformed program takes only 793 clock cycles.

### 5.3.3 Sobel

In Section 5.2.1 the sobel application is described and depicted in Figure 5.1. In this section the Analyze tool is applied on the sobel application. In Figure 5.10, we see a part of the throughput calculation for the sobel application. The throughput of the readPixel is equal to the isolated throughput since it is a source node, $T_{\text{readPixel}} = 0.2$. Each of the FIFOs from readPixel transport a total of 55044 tokens from the total of 56000 iterations readPixel produces a token. The write throughput for each of the FIFOs is $\frac{55044}{56000} \cdot 0.2 = 0.196586$. Both gradient processes have an isolated throughput of $\frac{1}{31} = 0.0322581$. The read throughput for all incoming FIFOs of the gradient processes is $T_{\text{rd}} = \frac{55044}{55044} \cdot (1/31) = 0.0322581$. The aggregated throughput of absVal is $0.00847458$.

![Figure 5.10: Sobel throughput calculation](image)

The aggregated throughput of absVal is $0.00847458$.
The Analyze tool notices that the read throughput of the FIFOs between absVal and gradient processes is smaller than the write throughput of those FIFOs. The read throughput can be \( T_{Wr} / T_{Rd} = 0.0322581/0.00847458 = 3.8 \) times faster. The Analyze tool suggests to split the second dimension of the absVal node in four parts with the modulo-split method. The tool also suggests to split both gradient nodes seven times over the second dimension because all their incoming FIFOs also have a lower read throughput than write throughput and can be sped up at least \( T_{Wr} / T_{Rd} = 0.196586/0.0322581 = 6.09 \) times.

After applying the suggested changes, the throughput of the FIFOs between the gradient partitions and the readPixel process is changed. Now each FIFO has a write throughput of 7722/56000 \cdot 0.2 = 0.0275786 or 7920/56000 \cdot 0.2 = 0.0282857 depending on how many iterations the new gradient partition has. The read throughput of the FIFOs stays the same (7722/7722 \cdot 0.0322581 = 0.0322581 or 7720/7720 \cdot 0.0322581 = 0.0322581).

While the absVal is split in four partitions, it now receives data from multiple gradient partitions for each argument. Each of the absVal partitions receives 1980 from the 12860 tokens from each gradient partition it is connected to. The read throughput of these FIFOs is 1980/13860 \cdot 0.00847458 = 0.00121065, since this is smaller than the write throughput of those FIFOs it is also the throughput of the FIFOs. The aggregated throughput is the minimum of the input throughput per argument. On both input arguments a collection of FIFOs are sending data. The combined throughput for a argument is 0.00121065 \cdot 7 = 0.00847458 as there are seven gradient partitions connected to one absVal partition per argument. The isolated throughput of this absVal partition is equal to the aggregated throughput.

When the Analyze algorithm analyzes the transformed version of the sobel application, it will suggest new transformations. The absVal partitions have an aggregated write throughput (minimum of combined write throughputs of all FIFOs connected to the same argument) of 0.487929 and a minimal read throughput of 0.00847458. Thus, each absVal partition can be split 0.487929/0.00847458 = 5.75755967 times. There are four absVal partitions, thus the total suggested number of times the absVal partitions should be speed up is 5.75755967 \cdot 4 = 23.0302387. Therefore, the Analyze tool suggests to merge all absVal partitions, and then split the resulting process in 24 parts over the second dimension by the modulo-split method. The tool does not suggest to split the modulo partitions in more pieces, as the write throughput of their incoming FIFOs is smaller than their FIFOs read throughput (0.0282857 or 0.0275786 as write throughput versus 0.0322581 read throughput).

When the previous suggestion is applied, the Analyze tool suggests to merge the absVal
partitions once more and split the resulting process in 28 partitions. At this point the whole system can keep up with the throughput of the source, which we do not transform, and the Analyze tool has no more transformation suggestions. Simulating the application where the gradient processes are split in seven pieces and the absVal process in 28 pieces, both split on the second dimension with the modulo-split method, requires 940688 clock cycles to execute completely. Comparing this with the findings of Section 5.2.1 we see that the result found by the Analyze tool is 85.89% faster.

5.3.4 Problems with certain conditions

Splitting Does Not Match Calculated Throughput Solution

Using the throughput algorithm of [11] as indicator what processes are potential candidates to split brings a number of problems. One of the limitations of the throughput algorithm is that the PPN should not contain cycles. Another problem is that by each split suggestion it is assumed the split will solve the read and write throughput difference between combined channels. In the examples of this section this worked perfectly, but this is not always the case. When it does not result in a solution where the read throughput of combined channels is equal or bigger as the write throughput, the next run of the Analyze tool would suggest a split in more partitions. This is not a problem, but it can take many Analyze, Transform, pn iterations before a solution satisfies the Analyze tool. The following example shows this problem.

We take as example the PPN of Section 5.3.1 (Figure 5.6). And change the workload value of the trans process to 200 clock cycles. The read throughput of the FIFO between the prod and trans is $\frac{50}{50} \cdot \frac{1}{200} = 0.005$. The write throughput is 0.1. The Analyze tool suggests to split trans in 20 partitions. Unfortunately, the 50 iterations of trans cannot be equally divided among the 20 partitions, as each partition should contain $\frac{50}{20} = 2.5$ iterations. The transformed PPN will have trans partitions with two iterations, and trans partitions with three iterations. The FIFOs between partitions with two iterations, and trans partitions with three iterations. The FIFOs between partitions with two iterations and the prod have a write throughput of $\frac{2}{50} \cdot .1 = 0.004$. The read throughput is still 0.005.

In the next iteration of the Analyze tool, the Analyze tool will not suggest to split these processes as the read throughput is not smaller than the write throughput. The partitions with three iterations have incoming FIFO channels from prod with a write throughput of $\frac{3}{50} \cdot .1 = 0.006$. The write throughput is bigger than the read throughput and the Analyze tool will suggest to split these partitions. The Analyze tool calculates that each of these partitions should be split
0.006/0.005 = 1.2 times. The Analyze tool reconstructs the original trans process by issuing a merge command. Accompanied with the merge command the tool gives a new split command. The split command splits the reconstructed trans process again in a number of partitions. The number of partitions is the sum of the times each partition should be split in, plus a factor one for each partition which does not need to be split. There are 10 partitions with 3 iterations. Each should be split 1.2 times. The 10 partitions should together be split in 12 parts. All 20 partitions should be split $1.2 \cdot 10 + 1 \cdot 10 = 22$ times. $50/22$ results in 8 partitions with 3 iterations, and thus the next run of the Analyze tool suggests another merge of all partitions and a split over 24 factors. When the Analyze tool examines the result it will merge and split again, by a factor 25 as it can not split by a factor 24.4. 50 iterations can be divided equally over 25 partitions, and the Analyze tool is done. Thus the optimization requires three Analyze, Transform, pn iterations before a satisfying result is found.

When the Analyze tool can not divide the iterations equal over the partitions the tool repeatedly split the partitions by increasing factors until the partitions are divided nicely.

A solution is to round each individual partition split factor up before taking the total sum of number of partitions to split on. In the example above, instead of splitting the reconstructed prod with factor $1.2 \cdot 10 + 1 \cdot 10 = 22$, the factor would be $\lceil 1.2 \rceil \cdot 10 + 1 \cdot 10 = 30$. This factor is too high, and results in partitions with 1 or 2 iterations. These partitions have a read throughput for their incoming channels higher than the write throughput for these channels. The Analyze tool will finish in fewer steps, at the cost of more processes in the final PPN.

**Splitting and Merging Multiple Times**

The current tool flow requires that the processes that are partitioned are merged before being split by the modulo-split method again. The current implementation can merge the partitions, but the resulting process keeps some unneeded sets constraints. These constrains do not contribute to the form of the set, they make the set more complex to deal with. After a number of merges and splits a set can be so complicated that the tools can no longer handle the set. This was for instance the case by the sobel application. We had to execute the splits on the original PDG instead of merging and splitting the PDG that was already been transformed before. This implementation problem could be overcome if the merged set could get rid of the non contributing constrains, or by recreating the original process in another way.
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Conclusions

In this thesis we have presented additional methods for designers to increase explicit parallelism in Polyhedral Process Networks derived from their programs. We have implemented these methods in two tools. The first tool created is the Transform tool. The tool splits selected nodes of Polyhedral Dependence Graphs. Polyhedral Dependence Graphs are translated into PPNs later in the tool flow, which results in a split process of a PPN if a node of the corresponding PDG was split by the Transform tool.

With these split methods we are able to make parallelism of an application explicit. Statements that could be run in parallel are placed in separate processes by splitting the process the statements are in.

the Transform tool performs a split by two different methods. The first method, plane splitting, divides the iteration set of a process based on a constant value for one or multiple dimensions. All iterations between two given values form a new process. The designer can determine the values of the planes.

The tool splits a process iteration domain in planes on a certain dimension on its own, given the number of partitions the process should be split into. The tool will search for split points which results in partitions with equal iteration domain sizes. The split can be executed in succession, splitting a process by multiple planes over multiple dimensions.

The second method is to split a process iteration domain with modulo splitting. A dimension of the domain is split based on a modulo factor. This method can also be applied in succession, splitting a process iteration domain over multiple dimensions by modulo factors. The tool can
merge previously split partitions of the same process, effectively undoing a previous split. These methods allow the designer to split a PPN to increase explicit parallelism. By placing each process on a different processor, the tool allows the designer to explore hardware configurations not possible to explore without creating explicit parallelism in the application. These hardware configurations in combination with the increased explicit parallelism in the application can improve performance.

The Analyze tool is able to improve the performance of PPNs automatically. Improvement is defined as decreasing the number of clock cycles a program requires to execute with no more resources than necessary. Resources are counted in number of processes.

The Analyze tool uses throughput calculations to determine how a PPN can be improved. The used throughput calculation method limits the class of PPNs possible to examine. As throughput can only be calculated if a PPN does not contain cycles, the Analyze tool can only handle PPNs without cycles. While the throughput algorithm gives a decent indication of what processes can be split, it also can incorrectly indicate it is useless to split certain processes. The split method the Analyze tool suggests is limited and only directed by how many times a process should be split. A suggested split does not always reach the improvements the tool assumes. Nonetheless, the tool is the first optimization tool capable of improving a PPN automatically. Despite its limitations, it is able to improve the PPN performance for a number of PPNs and can be run in iterative fashion to further optimize the transformed PPN. A designer could use the suggestions of the Analyze tool and execute these automatically or use them as guidelines for transformations the designer wants to apply himself. The designer can limit how fast the tool tries to optimize the PPN. This can be done by modifying the workload of the source processes.

The Transform tool is a robust tool for modifying the PPN. While some more transformations methods could be added, as is parameter support, the tool is satisfying the goal for basic splitting transformations. The designer has the option to specify exactly how a process should be split. The designer could also generally indicate with what method and in how many partitions a process should be split. This gives the designer the freedom how it indicates the detail of a splitting transformation.

The Analyze tool is limited by both the throughput model it uses and the simplified criteria it tries to optimize. While the tool is not perfect, it gives an indication of what processes can be split, and in a number of cases is able to find an improvement of the original PPN. It is a decent start for automated analysis of PPNs, but should be extended in the future to be more useful for complex cases the tool currently can not handle.
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Future Work

The Transform tool can split on modulo factors and planes. It can also merge previous split partitions of the same process. The ability to merge different processes would increase the possibilities for a designer to modify a PPN. Since the actual merging is only possible later in the tool flow, this was not possible to implement in the current tool. A solution should be found for this problem in the future. The automatic plane split method, which requires the size of the process iteration domain, can currently not handle domains specified by parameters, as the size of these domains is not expressible by an integer. An alternative method for automatically dividing a domain could be created, based on expressions containing symbolic constants.

The Analyze tool uses a number of simplifications for determining which processes to split. The balance between performance and resource cost should be possible to specify, instead of assuming that improvement is only based on execution performance of the PPN. The Analyze tool does also not take different types of communication channels into account. Channel delays are omitted in the current implementation. Typically channels between processes have a larger delay than self loop channels. Future work should take these different delay types into account.

The throughput calculations as used here have some limitations and do not always result in the correct solutions. Maximal Cycle Mean [15] calculations could give a more accurate indication for analysis, as well as being able to calculate values for PPNs that contain loops. To achieve this, the PPN should first be converted to a different graph [16].

The method used to split is currently limited to plane and modulo, where the method is selected by the designer and the tool does not examine the dependencies in detail for the best split direction.
and dimension. This could be improved by examining the channels and connected processes before selecting the split method for each individual process that should be split.
Appendix A

Getting Started With The Tools.

A.1 Transform Tool

The Transform tool modifies PDGs in the tool flow as shown Figure 3.1. The tool requires a PDG without dependencies and command line input specifying which transformations should be executed. The transformation commands can either be provided by the designer or the Analyze tool. The tool gives as output the input PDG with the requested transformations applied on it.

A.1.1 Assumptions

The tool assumes the given PDG does not contain any dependencies between the nodes in the PDG. The nodes in the PDG are numbered from 0 and do not contain gaps i.e. after node nr 3 node nr 4 is defined, or none if node nr 3 is the last node. The nodes that are selected to be transformed are assumed not to have parameters. Some transformations might work with parameters but this is not tested, and thus the behavior is undefined.

A.1.2 Parameters

The syntax to call the Transform tool is

```bash
./pdgtrans (split command) < [file.yaml]
```

Where (split command) is a transformation command, and [file.yaml] the input PDG. (split command) is defined as
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\[(\text{split command}) = (\text{split type}) \ (\text{node number}) \ (\text{constraints}) \ [(\text{split command})] \]

\[|| \ (\text{merge command}) \ [(\text{split command})]\]

\textbf{(split command)} can either be a split transformation or a merge transformation, followed by an arbitrary number of other \textbf{(split commands)}. The commands are executed in order from left to right.

\textbf{(merge command)} is a merge transformation. \textbf{(split type)} is the type of transformation that must be applied, \textbf{(node number)} the node on which the transformation applies, and \textbf{(constraints)} the parameters for the transformation.

The \textbf{(merge command)} is defined as follows

\[(\text{merge command}) = \text{--union-merge \ --nodes \ (0-9)+,(0-9)+,(0-9)+)*}\]

Note that the merge command only works on nodes that are partitions of the same process. Attempting to merge different type of processes results in undefined behavior.

After \text{--union-merge \ --nodes} a sequence of comma separated node numbers should be given. These numbers correspond with the numbers nodes have in the PDG. At least two node numbers should be specified. The resulting node, representing the merged process, will have the first number of the node number sequence as its node number. This number can be used in other commands following the merge command.

\textbf{(split type)} = \text{--domain-split || --plane-split || --modulo-split}

\textbf{--domain-split} splits a node by domains. The domain can be a list of isl sets. In this case each node created by the transformation is the selected node intersected with a given set. Conditions can be used instead of isl sets, in this case the resulting nodes are the original node intersected with a condition of the condition list.

\textbf{--plane-split} splits a node by planes. The planes can be given as conditions. The first created node by the transformation contains the elements below the first plane, the last node contains the elements above the last given plane, and all other nodes contain elements between two consecutive planes.

\textbf{--modulo-split} split a node by modulo factors. The selected node is split by a modulo factor for each required dimension. If more than one dimension has a split factor, the factors will be used in sequence, beginning with the highest dimension to split on. The node is first split on the highest of these dimensions. The partitions created by this transformation will be split by the modulo factor of the highest dimension not yet split on, this process continues until all given split factors are used.
The node number is given by the following syntax,

\[(\text{node number}) = --\text{node} \ (0-9)+\]

Where \((0-9)+\) is the number of the node that should be transformed.

The \(\text{constraints}\) contain information how the transformation method should be applied on the selected node,

\[(\text{constraints}) = --\text{conditions}\ (\text{conditions}) \ || \ --\text{sets}\ (\text{sets})\ || \ --\text{factors}\ (\text{factors})\]

The transformations do not support all types of constraints. --domain-split transformation supports --sets and --conditions. --modulo-split supports --factors. --plane-split supports --factors and --conditions.

\[(\text{comparison}) = \text{poly lib notation}\]
\[(\text{conditions}) = "(\text{comparison}), (\text{conditions})" \ || \ "(\text{comparison}); (\text{conditions})" \ || \ "(\text{comparison})"\]
\[(\text{sets}) = "\text{isl set notation}; (\text{sets})" \ || \ "\text{isl set notation}"
\[(\text{factors}) = \text{fDim0}, \text{fDim1}, \ldots, [\text{fDimN}]]\]

(\text{factors}) is a list of comma separated numbers. The first number applies on the first dimension of the selected node, the second number applies on the second dimension of the node, etc. The values indicate for --plane-split in how many partitions a dimension must be split. Algorithm 1 is used to find the exact split points of the set.

The factor list tells the --modulo-split transformation with what factor each dimension must be modulo split. With both transformation methods a dimension can be skipped by giving it a 1 split value, and if multiple dimensions are given, the highest dimension is applied first, and each successive split value is applied on the created partitions.

(\text{sets}) is a list of semicolon separated isl sets. When using (sets) for the --domain-split method, the sets space names should match. i.e. splitting a node with a space name of \(S_3\), the given sets to split this node on should also use as space name \(S_3\).

(\text{conditions}) consists of a list of (\text{comparison}) separated by comma if the (\text{comparison}) should be added together as constraint, and separated by semicolon if the (\text{comparison}) are distinct conditions.

A (\text{comparison}) is a space-separated string of values. The first value indicates whether the comparison is an equality (0) or inequality (1). The following values represent the dimensions in sequential order. The last value represents the constant value. Parameters are not supported. As an
example the comparison $1 \ 4 \ 2 \ -3 \ -20$ is interpreted as the inequality $4 \cdot \text{dim}1 + 2 \cdot \text{dim}2 + -3 \cdot \text{dim}3 + -20 \geq 0$.

## A.2 Transform Example Commands

In the following examples we use the sobel application as defined in Figure A.1

### A.2.1 Splitting by Conditions

```bash
./pdgtrans --domain-split --node 1 --conditions
"1 1 0 -5;0 1 0 -5;1 1 -10;1 0 -5,1 1 -10" < ./sobel.yaml
```

Node 1 of the sobel PDG is split with the domain split method using conditions in polylib notation as input. Each partition receives the constraints assigned to it. A set constraints is given, separated by a comma to define more constraints for the same partition. A semi column is used to start a set of constraints for the next partition.

In this example four partitions are created as there are four condition sets (split by semi column). The first constraint set consists of one constraint, namely $1 1 0 -5$. The first value defines if the constraint is an equality (0) or inequality (1). The following values are conditions per dimension. Node 1 of sobel is a two dimensional set. The last value is the constant condition. In the example $1 1 0 -5$ is the inequality $1 \cdot i + 0 \cdot j + -5 \geq 0$ where $i$ is the first dimension and $j$ the second dimension.

Assume the iteration domain of node 1 was $S_1[i,j] : i >= 2$ and $i <= 199$ and $j >= 2$ and $j <= 279$

The first partition will be $S_1[i,j] : i >= 5$ and $i <= 199$ and $j >= 2$ and $j <= 279$

Where $i$ must be bigger than 5 instead of 2. The second constraint is $0 1 0 -5$. This equality represents the constraint $1 \cdot i + 0 \cdot j + -5 = 0$. The partition with this constraint added will be $S_1[i,j] : j >= 2$ and $j <= 279$. Notice that the second dimension is now the constant value 5.

The third constraint is $1 1 1 -10$. The inequality is $1 \cdot i + 1 \cdot j + -10 \geq 0$. The partition with this constraint added is $S_1[i,j] : i >= 2$ and $i <= 199$ and $j >= 2$ and $j <= 279$ and $j >= 10 - i$. This constraint is dependent on two dimensions.

The last constraint set $1 1 0 -5,1 1 1 -10$ consists of two constraints, namely $1 1 0 -5$
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and 1 1 1 -10. The resulting partition has an iteration set of
S_1[i,j] : i >= 5 and i <= 199 and j >= 2 and j <= 279 and j >= 10 - i. Note that both con-
straints are added. This method requires specific information how the partitions should look like.
This can be unnecessary detailed in some occasions, but it also gives the designer a lot of control.

A.2.2 Splitting by Sets

./pdgtrans --domain-split --node 1 --sets
"{ S_1[i,j] : i >= 5 }; { S_1[i,j] : j > 22}" < ./sobel.yaml

This command creates for each set an intersection with the original node. Two sets are defined,
resulting in two partitions. The first partition is the intersection of the iteration set of node 1 with
{ S_1[i,j] : i >= 5 } resulting in
S_1[i,j] : i >= 5 and i <= 199 and j >= 2 and j <= 279. The second set to intersect with is
{ S_1[i,j] : j > 22}. The second partition created is
S_1[i,j] : i >= 2 and i <= 199 and j > 22 and j <= 279

A.2.3 Modulo Splitting by Factors

./pdgtrans --modulo-split --node 1 --factors 3,4 < ./sobel.yaml

Splits node 1 in 3 · 4 partitions, where each of these new nodes is a unique offset combination
of modulo 3 for the first dimension and modulo 4 for the second dimension. One of the partitioned
sets is
{ S_1[i, j] : exists (e0 = [(-3 - j)/4], e1 = [(-1 + i)/3]:
4e0 = -3 - j and 3e1 = -1 + i and i >= 2 and i <= 199
and j >= 2 and j <= 279) }

This partition contains all iterations where the first dimension values modulo 3 result in 1 and
second dimension values modulo 4 in 1.

A.2.4 Plane Splitting by Conditions

./pdgtrans --plane-split --node 1 --conditions
"0 1 0 -5,0 1 0 -10,0 1 0 -15" < ./sobel.yaml

With this command node 1 will be split using a number of planes. Comparisons are separated
by a comma. Each comparison represents a plane. Every iteration with a value under the first plane
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is in the same partition. All iterations with a value equal or higher of the first plane and lower than
the second defined plane are in the second partition. All iterations with a value equal or higher than
the last defined plane are in the last partition. For this split operation it is assumed that all defined
planes are in order of lowest values to highest values and planes do not intersect. If these two
assumptions are not met undefined behavior can occur. In this example three planes are defined.
The first is $1 \cdot i + 0 \cdot j - 5 = 0$ which is $i = 5$. Therefore, the first partition will contain all iterations
where the value of $i$ is less than 5: \{ $S_1(i, j) : i >= 2 \text{ and } i <= 100 \text{ and } j >= 2 \text{ and } j <= 279$ \}. The second plane is defined as $i = 10$. All iterations of node 1 with a value of $i$ between 5 and 10 (including 5, excluding 10) are placed in the second partition, i.e.
\{ $S_1(i, j) : i >= 5 \text{ and } i <= 9 \text{ and } j >= 2 \text{ and } j <= 279$ \}. The third partition contains all it-
erations of node 1 between the second and third defined plane, including the values of the second
plane. The third plane is $i = 15$ and the third partitions iteration set is
\{ $S_1(i, j) : i >= 10 \text{ and } i <= 14 \text{ and } j >= 2 \text{ and } j <= 279$ \}. The last partition contains all
iterations with a value equal or above the last plane i.e.
\{ $S_1(i, j) : i >= 15 \text{ and } i <= 19 \text{ and } j >= 2 \text{ and } j <= 279$ \}

A.2.5 Plane Splitting by Factors

```
./pdgtrans --plane-split --node 1 --factors 2,3 < ./sobel.yaml
```

Splits node 1, by dividing the set in two parts over the first dimension. Then, each of these
parts are split by dividing them in three parts over the second dimension. The splits are done
by splitting on one dimensional planes. While the algorithm tries to split each set in equal parts,
giving more than one dimension might result in unequal parts. A dimension can be skipped for
splitting, by giving it a factor 1, meaning one part, therefore no split on this dimension. This
example results in $2 \cdot 3$ partitions. They are

\begin{align*}
S_1(i, j) : i >= 2 \text{ and } i <= 100 \text{ and } j >= 2 \text{ and } j <= 94 \\
S_1(i, j) : i >= 2 \text{ and } i <= 100 \text{ and } j >= 95 \text{ and } j <= 187 \\
S_1(i, j) : i >= 2 \text{ and } i <= 100 \text{ and } j >= 188 \text{ and } j <= 279 \\
S_1(i, j) : i >= 101 \text{ and } i <= 199 \text{ and } j >= 2 \text{ and } j <= 94 \\
S_1(i, j) : i >= 101 \text{ and } i <= 199 \text{ and } j >= 95 \text{ and } j <= 187 \\
S_1(i, j) : i >= 101 \text{ and } i <= 199 \text{ and } j >= 188 \text{ and } j <= 279 \\
\end{align*}

Node 1 is split in 6 partitions, where $i$ is split in two parts and $j$ in three parts.

A.2.6 Merging Partitions

```
./pdgtrans --union-merge --nodes 2,5,7,12 < ./someFile
```
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Merges nodes 2, 5, 7, and 12 into one node, with number 2. Note that the nodes must all have one original node as parent. Thus merging can only take place if the nodes are partitions of the same original process. After a merge the node in the list named first is the number the merged node is named. This number can then be used to refer to the merge node for additional commands. Note that after all commands are processed the node numbers will be renumbered such that the PDG contains a sequence of node numbers without gaps. E.g. take a PDG with nodes 1 till and including node 20. if the previous example would be executed, during the tool execution all nodes keep their original number, except the nodes specified in the merge command, as they are removed and a new merged node nr 2 will be in their place. After all commands are processed, gaps will be removed. There are gaps as nodes nr 5, 7 and 12 no longer exists. All nodes after node nr 4 will be decreased one in number value, to fill the gap of node nr 5. All nodes with a number higher than 6 will be decreased by one additional value, to also fill the gap of node 7. Nodes with an original number above twelve will have a new number value three lower than their current value, such that also the gap of node nr 12 is filled. Node nr 20 will have a new value of 17, and node nr 6 will have a new value of 5 for instance.

A.2.7 Analyze Tool Use and Syntax

The Analyze tool requires a PDG with dependencies and optional designer input and returns a list of commands in the correct syntax for the Transform tool to split the PDG without dependencies. See Figure 4.1 for the location of the Analyze tool in the tool flow.

The PDG the Analyze tool receives as input should contain dependencies created with the pn tool. The PDG should not contain any cycles and self loops. The PDG should also not contain any parameterized sets, as these sets do not have an absolute size. In case the PDG is split by modulo, the tool assumes the iteration sets do not contain any gaps, unless split by a previous command from the Analyze tool. The sets could still contain gaps, but the tool will not attempt to adjust the split command to spread the gaps evenly between the potential partitions.

The command to execute the program is as follows:

```
./pdganalysis < fileWithDependenciespn.yaml (command) (command) = (--method=modulo || --method=plane || --round) [(command)]
```

--method=modulo and --method=plane indicate which split method the tool returns. Only one of the two can be given, the default is the modulo method. In case of the modulo method the tool returns modulo splits with factors. If the tool is used on a PDG already split before, the returned
split suggestion could include merge commands for partitions of the same stem process. When the plane method is activated, the set will be suggested to split by splitting on one-dimensional planes. Since the returned command uses the plane split by factors method of the Transform tool, this method most likely results in equally distributed partitions even when the partitions contain irregular gaps. A disadvantage as described in Section 4.2.5 is that partitions process data in sequence, it is most likely the speedup the tool assumes it creates is not actually achieved.

--round is used in combination with the modulo split method to limit the number of Analyze needed to come to a stable point, with as trade off a more resource-wasting solution, as discussed in Section 5.3.4.

The Analyze tool returns a command interpretable by the Transform tool. The PDG version with dependencies is used by the Analyze tool, the same PDG without dependencies by the Transform tool. The returned PDG from the Transform tool can be used by the pn tool to add dependencies. This PDG can then be used by the Analyze tool to find a better solution for the PDG. This sequence can be repeated multiple times. The Analyze tool returns nothing in case the input PDG is optimal according the throughput calculations of the Analyze tool.

The tool sequence Analyze, Transform and pn can be programmed in a script to execute this sequence with ease.
int main(void)
{
    int i, j;
    static int image[1000][1000];
    static int Jx[1000][1000];
    static int Jy[1000][1000];
    static int av[1000][1000];

    for (i=1; i <= M; i++) {
        for (j=1; j <= N; j++) {
            readPixel(&image[i][j]);
        }
    }

    for (i=2; i <= M-1; i++) {
        for (j=2; j <= N-1; j++) {
            gradient( &image[i-1][j-1], &image[i][j-1], &image[i+1][j-1],
                      &image[i-1][j+1], &image[i][j+1], &image[i+1][j+1], &Jx[i][j] );
        }
    }

    for (i=2; i <= M-1; i++) {
        for (j=2; j <= N-1; j++) {
            gradient( &image[i-1][j-1], &image[i-1][j], &image[i-1][j+1],
                      &image[i+1][j-1], &image[i+1][j], &image[i+1][j+1], &Jy[i][j] );
        }
    }

    for (i=2; i <= M-1; i++) {
        for (j=2; j <= N-1; j++) {
            absVal( &Jx[i][j], &Jy[i][j], &av[i][j] );
        }
    }

    for (i=2; i <= M-1; i++) {
        for (j=2; j <= N-1; j++) {
            writePixel( &av[i][j] );
        }
    }

    return 0;
}

Figure A.1: Top-level C code of the sobel application.
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